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DePue: Today is Thursday, August 29, 2013. My name is Mark DePue, Director of 

Oral History with the Abraham Lincoln Presidential Library. Iôm in the 

Library today, sitting across the table from Maija Devine. But thatôs not your 

full name, is it?  

Devine: Maija Rhee Devine.  

DePue: Okay 

Devine: R-h-e-e. 

DePue: And you pronounce that Rë? 

Devine: Rhee. But the Korean pronunciation for this middle name, my maiden name, 

some people Romanize it as R-h-e-e. Some people Romanize it as L-e-e. 

Some Y-i. But itôs all same name, E, in Korean. E. 

DePue: But you didnôt say ñE.ò You said ñRhee.ò 

Devine: I said ñRheeò because we Romanize it in different ways. Our family, birth 

side, decided to Romanize it as R-h-e-e. So, the American pronunciation for 

that would be ñRhee,ò instead of ñE.ò 
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DePue: Well, weôre going to learn a lot more about the Korean culture, because you 

were born in, not Korea, but Manchuria, grew up in Korea during the war. So, 

weôre going to be talking a little bit about military history, about your 

experiences during the war, and a lot about your own experiences as an 

immigrant. Weôll have a chance to hear from somebody who is an expert on 

these things, because you grew up in that culture, and this is just a small taste 

of it; just this discussion about the name gets to be an interesting situation. So, 

letôs start with asking you a very straightforward question of when and where 

you were born. 

Devine: Okay. My understanding iséI say this because I donôt have the family 

registry to prove it. It may take a lot of work to dig that up. But my 

understanding is my birth family mother and father lived in Manchuria in 

1943, when I was born. So, the reason they were in Manchuria, rather thanéI 

think their original home was somewhere in North Korea. I can find out 

exactly what their hometown was.   

DePue: As I recall, the last time, you said it was somewhere close to Pyongyang?... 

Devine: Yes, uh huh. 

DePue: éwhich is the capital, then and now. 

Devine: Right, right. Whether it was Pyongyang or near there, I have to find out for 

you. So, I was born in Manchuria, because that was during the Japanese 

occupation period. My father was an ñintellectual,ò people who rebelled 

against Japanese occupation, and he lost his job as a high school teacher. He 

and some colleagues went up to Manchuria and lived there as refugees, 

engaged in anti-Japanese activism. And later, my biological father became a 

lawyer. I understand he got a law degree in Japan and became one of the 

leading lawyers in South Korea. He was military officer, prosecuting attorney, 

for the United States Army, and his job was to seek out communist agitators 

and sympathizers and try them and take legal action against them. So, many 

times they were executed. Many were jailed.  

DePue: Would this have been after the Korean War? 

Devine: This is during the Korean War. He was military attorney. And afterwards, at 

least a couple of decades afterwards, he continued to be a military attorney, 

prosecuting attorney. Later he returned to civilian life, and he opened a law 

office, right in Myeong-dong, which is like Sax Fifth Avenue in New York. 

DePue: Whatôs the name of it again? 

Devine: What? Myeong-dong?  

DePue: Myeong-dong? 
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Devine: Um-hmm. Myeong-dong. M-y-e-o-n-g dash d-o-n-g. ñDongò means 

neighborhood, ñMyeongò is the name of the neighborhood. This is the central 

commercial area of Seoul.  

DePue: Okay. 

Devine: Yeah, and there is a huge landmark, is the cathedral, Myeong-dong Cathedral. 

Itôs stillð 

DePue: You mean like in a Catholicð 

Devine: ðCatholic cathedral. Um hmm, and his law office was straight across from 

that cathedral. 

DePue: Iôm curious. You said he was in Manchuria. Do you think he went there 

around 1940 or in that neighborhood? 

Devine: I think so, yes. 

DePue: So, heôs leaving Japan-occupied Korea to go to Manchuria. But was he in an 

area that was controlled by the Nationalists or the communists in Manchuria? 

Or do you know? It might be something you donôt know. 

Devine: I think it was a very fluid situation there. I think there were communists there 

and nationalists there, too.  

DePue: Well, I guess my curiosity is, he would have been exposed to both of those 

very different social and economic systems. 

Devine: Yes. 

DePue: Do you know how strongly? This is kind of an unfair question. The part we 

havenôt got to yet is, you donôt know this man very well, because this isnôt the 

father that you grew up with. 

Devine: Right, right. 

DePue: But, do you know how strong his feelings were against communists? Was this 

somethingé 

Devine: Oh, he was definitely, totally, a hundred percent anti-communist.  

DePue: What was it about the communist message and the communist ideology that 

he was so vehemently opposed to? Do you know?  

Devine:  Most South and North Koreans opposed to communism. Some of them, 

intellectually, they might have seen, in communist ideals, the communist 

idealism, the paradise where everybody shares everything equally. Thatôs a 

wonderful philosophy, but in practice, communists had complete control over 
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private, regular citizens. So, there was no privacy whatsoever, no freedom of 

speech. Everything was controlled. I think intellectuals in South Korea and 

North Korea, at that time, they were very split. Intellectually, they could 

understand good things about communism. Yet, in practice, the having, just 

completely taking away private citizensô privacy and the state being in 

complete, total control of every aspect of citizenship, just didnôt work for 

them. They just couldnôt live with that system.  

DePue: Okay. Iôll let you pick up with your own personal experience and what 

happened to you after you were born in 1943éwhat you know, the story you 

know about. 

Devine: What do I know about what? 

DePue: What happened to you as a baby.  

Devine: Oh, what happened to me. I didnôt know what happened to me, until after I 

graduated from college. Until I graduated from college, I thought I was born 

in Seoul to a working-class family. My father was a truck driver, who was 

totally illiterate, never been to school. My mother had second or third-grade 

education, and, after they got married, my mother taught my father how to 

read. So, I grew up believing that these were my parents, the working-class 

truck driver family. And, until after I graduated from college, thatôs the life I 

led.  

But, when I was getting ready to come to United States, because I 

graduated from Sogang Universityðitôs a Jesuit universityðthe man who 

was a go-between for the adoption told me that I was adopted, and my 

biological father actually was a lawyer, having this posh law office, right 

across from Myeong-dong Cathedral, in the middle of the most glitzy 

commercial district in Seoul. 

DePue: Weôre going to talk quite a bit more about the process of discovering all of 

this. But what have you learned since about what had actually happened after 

your birth? 

Devine: Okay. What apparently happened is, I was born in Manchuria as a twin, with a 

boy, in lunar April 14th or so. Later, after I was adopted, I was given May 16 

as my birthday. Thatôs not lunar calendar, but the other, solar. 

DePue: Which do you celebrate today? The May one? 

Devine: May 16, thatôs what I celebrate. But, apparently, in lunar calendar we were 

born in April 14th or something. My twin brother still observes his birthday 

on lunar calendar. Anyway, I was born. At that time, under Japanese 

occupation, Koreans were given food rations, and when children were born 

Iôm sure they gave a little baby food ration too, powdered milk. But I donôt 

know if they doubled it, just because a family had twins, or not.  
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My father, because he lost his teaching job in Seoul, and he was living 

a political refugee life, I donôt think he had really an identifiable source of 

income at that time. He was just boarding with some friends, and they were 

sharing food. So, they were on a subsistence level, and, when I was born with 

a twin, they were extremely poor.  

So, there were several reasons why they gave me away. One, they 

were poor, couldnôt afford to feed both babies. Two, there were some folk 

beliefs that, if twin boy and girl were raised together, the girl baby would 

drain away all the luck that was going to the boy baby. So, they gave the girl 

away in order for all the luck that the boy would have would come to him. 

Thatôs one of the folk beliefs, I understand. Another is, they believed that, if 

they were raised together, they might become incestuous. Thatôs another 

theory, according to my older brother. Although, later my birth mother said, 

ñOh, this man, my birth fatherôs best friend, he offered to take you away to 

Seoul, which is warmer climate.ò Besides, I was the sickly of the two twins. 

So, she allowed him to take me, temporarily, to South to get me to recover 

from the illness. She expected him to bring me back in one month. 

DePue: Is ñMaija Rheeò then, ñRhee,ò is that your birth name? 

Devine: No. My birth name, I think it was Hwa Soon, Hwa Soon Rhee. So, my birth 

mother allowed me to be taken away. But my older brotherôs memory is, my 

birth mother knew this baby was never coming back. She packed a lot of 

thingséWell, everything that belonged to me, she gave away with the baby. 

But anywayéSo, thereôs different theories on this. 

DePue: Did your twin brother know that he had a twin? 

Devine: Yes. 

DePue: They had told him that. 

Devine: Yes. He grew up knowing somewhere there was a twin sister. All the boyséI 

have a one younger brother, too, three years younger. He knew that I existed, 

too. My older brother knew where I was living, and he came to visit me. 

DePue: And the younger brother is a biological brother, as well. 

Devine: Yes. 

DePue: Correct? 

Devine: Yes. 

DePue: This is all going to get complicated (laughs) pretty soon, isnôt it? 
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Devine: Yes. I have three, hundred percent biological brothers, one of them being a 

twin. So, thatôs what happened. My biological fatherôs best friend brought me 

down to Seoul, where his nephew and his wife lived. His nephew and wife 

had no children, even though they had been married, like, ten or fifteen years, 

ten years. So, the man gave me to the nephew and his wife, childless couple. 

They were more than happy to take me in, even though they would have 

preferred to have a boy. But nobody would give away boy babies, and so they 

were just happy to haveðeven if itôs a girlðthey were happy to have a child. 

DePue: This would all have occurred in 1943? 

Devine: Yes. 

DePue: In the midst of the Second World War, no less. 

Devine: Yes. I understand that, after I came to the adoptive familyôs home, I had my 

hundredth-day celebration, which is a big deal in Korea. Many babies didnôt 

live to be hundred days old, so when a baby reaches 100 days, then they had 

huge celebration, with all the families and relatives getting together. I hear 

that my hundredth-day celebration was done in Seoul, thrown by the adoptive 

parents. 

DePue: Now, Seoul is already, in 1943, a very big city. But Iôve got to believe that, 

essentially youôre living in a small neighborhood where everybody knows 

everybody elseôs business. 

Devine: Yes, right.  

DePue: Didnôt all the neighbors know that you were adopted? 

Devine: Yes, they did. Yes, of course they did. But, the adoption practice at that time, 

and for the next several decades too, was ñnever tell 

the child that she or he was adopted.ò Mostly, 

adoptions were done among family members, like, if 

they, a brother, younger brother, had five sons, but 

older brother had no son, then the older brother 

would adopt the younger brotherôs, one of the kids. 

So, in that case, they all know who was adopted.  

But, if a child was just dropped at a doorstep 

of some strangers, then they never told that child that 

that child was dropped at their doorstep. They just 

took the child in and raised them as their own, never 

telling the child, because they believed that, if the 

child discovered that she or he was abandoned by 

birth family, it would be emotional trauma that the 

Maija Rhee, as a baby, 

taken shortly after her 

adoption in 1950. 
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child would never be able to overcome. The child would become a juvenile 

delinquent or worse, which would be killing, committing suicide. So, they 

really, seriously believed this, and they did not tell the adopted children.  

So, thatôs why my parents had never told. The neighbors knew I was 

adopted, but they would not tell me, because they were afraid I would become 

an emotional basket case. They would not want that happening to me. 

DePue: Would they also keep that from their own children? 

Devine: They try. They try. But sometimes it leaked.  

DePue: I was going to say, human natureéThe Korean culture canôt be that different. 

Devine: Right. 

DePue: Human nature wouldð 

Devine: Yeah. So, in my novel, The Voices of Heaven, I explain these things. I have 

neighbor children, you know, try to tell me, the Mi-na character, based on my 

storyðMi-na is the daughter character in my novelðand Mi-na nearly finds 

out about her adoption, because neighborhood children say something. So, 

Mi-na rushes in and confronts the grandmother and mother. You know, 

mother just laughs, and Mi-na gets mad, ñMom, how can you laugh?ò And 

mother says, ñLook at your forehead. Itôs exactly like your grandmotherôs and 

your father. Look at your nose. Itôs mine. Look at your eyes. Thatôs your 

dadôs.ò All these things, she would point those out and say, ñThe children are 

just saying things.ò 

DePue: Did you have any experiences like this yourself? 

Devine: Yes. Yes. I put my personal experiences in my novel, yes. This is a largely 

autobiographical work.  

DePue: Who gave you the new name, then? 

Devine: My adoptive parents.  

DePue: Now, I understand that part of the culture in Korea is that the grandfather gets 

to name the grandchildren. 

Devine: Right. In this case, there was no grandfather. I donôt know if grandmother 

would have given the name or not. But this is during the Japanese occupation, 

and Japanese forced all Koreans to change their names to Japanese-style 

names. They forbade Koreans to use any Korean language, written or oral. In 

schools, children were forbidden to use Korean language. So, Koreans 

changed their last names to Japanese last names and first names too. So, thatôs 

why my name, ñMaija,ò was chosen. Itôs a Japanese name. In Japanese itôs 
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Woomaeko. Woomaeko means ñplum blossoms.ò And in Korean, it translates 

to Maija. Mai is a Chinese character, meaning ñplum blossom.ò Ja [cha] is the 

ending for a girlôs name. In Japanese, itôs Ko, Woomaeko, Mijiko, Sashiko. Ko 

ending is equivalent of Korean ja, meaning ñitôs a girlôs name.ò  

DePue: Youôre saying ja. That sounds like ch, but you spell it ja? 

Devine: Uh huh.  

DePue: Now, you also said first name and last name. Thatôs a point of confusion for 

us Westerners, as well, wasnôt it? Because, I think, you westernize that. When 

you said ñlast nameò you meant the family name. Isnôt that the first name that 

would be seen, if you were to write out a Korean name, the family name?  

Devine: Yes. Koreans write the last name first, and then, first name next. So, mine 

would be ñRhee Maijaò or ñE Maija.ò Korean pronunciation of my last name 

is ñE,ò and my first name is ñMaija.ò So itôs ñE Maija.ò 

DePue: So, your adopted fatherôs family name is also Rhee? 

Devine: Yes. It just happened that they had same family name. I Romanized it R-h-e-e.  

DePue: Okay. Thereôs only a handful of family names, as I understand, in Korea, are 

there not? 

Devine: Yes, thatôs true. Only, maybe, fifteen or sixteen last names, yeah. But, even 

among people with the last name Yi or Rhee or Lee, there are several Rhees, 

depending on the ancestral hometowns. My ancestors came from Chun Ju. So, 

mine is Chun Ju Rhee. Chun Ju Rhee is supposed to be very prominent family 

line, going up to King Sejong. Itôs a royal line, and, at one point, my older 

brother did some genealogy work. He went up through the kings and tried to 

trace that. So, yeah, that royal king line, Rhee, spell their last name R-h-e-e, 

like Rhee Syngman, Syngman Rhee; itôs R-h-e-e. Itôs not Lee; itôs not E. 

DePue: But all of that is what youôve said several times. This is when you get around 

to the point of Romanizing it. Obviously, Koreans donôt write with the same 

alphabet we do. 

Devine: Right. 

DePue: I know this much about Koreans, youôre proud of your written language, are 

you not? 

Devine: Oh, my, yes, yes. One of the things that I try to do in my novel is try to 

portray Koreans and their culture and their history and their language. They 

are people, as distinct from Chinese and Japanese. We, apparently, Koreans, 

saw ourselves as distinctly different from Chinese and Japanese. Otherwise, 

all these fortresses that they set upðmiles and miles of fortresses and walls to 
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battle against Chinese invasions for 3,000 years and Japanese for 2,000 

yearsðwould not have happened, if they thought, ñOh, theyôre similar enough 

to Chinese, so they could easily just call themselves Chinese and just give up 

and become Chinese.ò They could have done that, but they didnôt. One of the 

things that Koreans identify themselves as Koreans for, is their language. 

They didnôt have their own language for at least 2,500 years of early history. 

They used Chinese language. 

DePue: They used Chinese characters? 

Devine: Yes. They had their own oral language that was different from Chinese. But 

they used the written Chinese language in their official documents and 

communication, written communication. So, for 2,500 years, 2,200 years, they 

used Chinese characters. But they had oral language that was different. So, 

during King Sejongôs term, which was in 1442, King Sejong said, ñWeôve got 

to have a better system. We have to have the verbal language matching the 

written language.ò So, he gathered top linguistic scholars, and they came up 

with this language, alphabetical. Itôs totally different from Chinese. Chinese is 

pictorial, not at all alphabetical. But Korean is alphabetical, and accordingð 

DePue: Meaning that you can sound out the words byð 

Devine: Yes. We have ten vowels and fourteen consonants. Where did this come 

from? According to linguistic scholars, Korean language belongs to Ural-

Altaic language group. In that language group, there are languages like 

Finnish and Hungarian. So, Korean language is closest to Hungarian and 

Finnish. 

DePue: The written language or the oral language? 

Devine: Ah! Itôs the same thing. Oral language matches the written language. Thatôs 

the beauty of Korean language. So, for 2,500 years, they had two languages, 

one separate written language and then, one oral language that didnôt match. 

But King Sejongôs Hangulð 

DePue: Hangul? 

Devine: Hangul, h-a-n-g-u-l. 

DePue: Which is the written language?  

Devine: Yes, written and oral language. Itôs one and the same. We pronounce it 

exactly the way itôs written. 

DePue: Well, I think Americans would say that you speak Korean. They wouldnôt say 

that you speak Hangul. 

Devine: Hangul is just a Korean vocabulary word for Korean language. 
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DePue: Now, the Japanese had been occupiers of Korea, oh, since the early 1900s. 

And you said that essentially it sounds likeé  

Devine: Nineteen ten. Nineteen ten is when they officially annexed Korea.  

DePue: éthey were trying to destroy the Korean language. What was spoken when 

you were growing up?  

Devine: Korean, yeah. 

DePue: Was there Japanese spoken, as well? 

Devine: Many people picked it up, during the Japanese occupation. So, yes, many 

Koreans hadéThey were bilingual, Japanese and Korean. Actually they knew 

how to write Chinese written characters, so we had three languages. And 

newspapers too. Newspapers, I would say, in the old time, in 1940s and ó50s, 

70% of the newspaper showed Chinese characters. Just, maybe, 30% would be 

in Korean.  

But, anyway, your question about Japanese trying to wipe out Korean 

language. When King Sejong created this Korean Hangul, the scholars, who 

were already totally fluent in written Chinese, they rebelled. They said, ñOh, 

this is stupid language. Itôs got ten vowels and fourteen consonants, and this is 

too simple for us.ò So, the scholar ministers, they didnôt use Korean written 

language. The verbal language, they continued to use Korean. But written 

language was strictly Chinese for hundreds of years, throughout Yi Dynasty, 

which lasted 600 years. The final, royal dynasty, Yi DynastyéSee that Yi is 

the same as my last name, R-h-e-e, but history books spell it as Y-i, yeah, 

anyway. 

DePue: Well, this whole thing, the holding on to the Chinese written language, strikes 

me as very elitist in nature.  

Devine: Yes. 

DePue: This is one way that they can preserve their power. 

Devine: Yes, exactly. So, the high-class people, educated class, resisted the Korean 

language, until Japanese came in, and they tried to wipe it out. Okay. They 

said, ñNo Koreanôs to be used in writtenò and verbal, oral, language too. They 

said, ñYou all start speaking Japanese and write Japanese.ò This is when the 

Korean elitist peopleðupper class, educated, officials and ministers, that level 

of peopleðsaid, ñWait a minute. This is our language. You canôt come and 

wipe out our language.ò  

So, that became the hugest impetus for renaissance of Korean 

language. The Korean language revival happened because of this Japanese 

push to wipe it out. So, the educated, elitist people, began to write novels in 
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Korean, and they pushed a movement in the newspaper to use Korean 

language only. All these happened because of this.  

DePue: Are you suggesting, Maija, that thereôs an aspect of stubbornness and 

contrariness among the Korean people? 

Devine: Thatôs right. (both laugh) I tell you, theyôre very, very tough and difficult and 

ornery people. (laughs) 

DePue: Except for you, perhaps? 

Devine: (laughs) No, I admit, I am very ornery too. My husband will agree. (laughs) 

DePue: Well, this is probably a good time to factor religion into this discussion, as 

well.  

Devine: Okay. 

DePue: What was your biologicaléWell, I guess thatôs irrelevant, because you were 

already adopted by the time you began to get any kind of religious instruction. 

Devine: Right. 

DePue: So, your adopted parents: what was their religion? 

Devine: They believed in Buddhism. And my motherôs aunt on the fatherôs sideð  

DePue: Wait a minute. 

Devine: épaternal aunt. 

DePue: Okay. 

Devine: Her paternal aunt was a shaman. Shaman, sorceress. 

DePue: Youôre confusing me here, because you said, youôre fatherôs sister, or your 

motherôs? 

Devine: No. Motherôs fatherôs sister.  

DePue: Okay, so yourð  

Devine: Motherôs aunt. 

DePue: We would say, great aunt. 

Devine: My great aunt, but my motherôs aunt. 

DePue: Okay. 
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Devine: Was a shaman.  

DePue: Which means what? 

Devine: The Korean name for that is Mudang, M-u-d-a-n-g. Mudung is a sorceress. 

This is a religious person, like in Native American tradition here in United 

States. Itôs like a medicine man. The person held healing ceremonies, held 

ceremonies to better the fortunes of families, you know, all kinds of purposes. 

This shaman performed rites, rituals, religious rituals and had a whole set of 

clients, who came to her for these rituals. 

DePue: Can you be both Buddhist and believe in some of the shaman rituals? 

Devine: Oh yes, yes. Actually yes, yes. You could do both. And lots of times, shaman 

would send the families of deceased members to Buddhist temples to pay to 

maybe have an ancestral shrine set up there, in the Buddhist temple and go 

there. So, yeah. 

DePue: Some of these cultural things, like it would be bad for twin brother and sister 

to grow up together, would that be an aspect of shamanism, or is that just kind 

of in the culture, or is it something religious based? 

Devine: I think itôs folk belief. 

DePue: Which is different from your understanding from being with the shaman? 

Devine: Yes. Yes. Folk belief is a loose group of beliefs that Koreans, over 3,000 year 

history, developed. That may or may not be directly related to any religion 

like Buddhism or Taoism. Taoism is another mainstream religion in Korea. 

Another mainstream religion in Korea was yin and yang and Five-Elements 

school. 

DePue: Thatôs a new one to me. 

Devine: Yes, thatôs a Chinese-originated philosophy. Yin and yang and Fiveð 

DePue: The yin and the yang? 

Devine: Yes. Yin and yang and Five-Elements school. Five elements are like water, 

fire, wind, wood. Whatôs the fifth one? So, there are five elements that govern 

everything. All phenomena happening in the universe are governed by these 

five elements and their interactions and yin and yang. So, thatôs that 

philosophy, and thatôs very big in Korea, too. So, I would say Buddhism, 

Taoism, next in importance, yin and yang and Five-Elements school. Yin and 

yang: feng shui, derived from yin and yang and Five-Elements school. Youôre 

familiar with feng shui? 
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DePue: S-h-u-i. Well thatôs something weôve begun to hear recently, but that doesnôt 

mean I understand what the heck it is. 

Devine: Yeah. Feng Shui includes believing that, by placing certain objects in the 

house, for example, you can prevent bad luck from coming into your house. 

So, Hong Kong is huge in this, Taiwan, too. If there is a huge, modern 

building, it was built, like thirty-story building, and Feng Shui experts said, 

ñNo, this building is blocking the spirit of the mountain to come down to the 

village, and so this building should not be built.ò So, the architect, what he did 

was, on the top floor, he made a huge window-like thing, empty space, so that 

the mountain spirit would move through that space and down to the village 

people to bless them. This is all Feng Shui. 

DePue: I confess that I was watching ñHouse Hunters,ò [TV program] I think, one 

time, and there was a Chinese couple who were looking for a house and had a 

long list of things that they would not accept in a house. 

Devine: Right. 

DePue: I donôt know if this was one of them, but the house number. They wanted to 

avoid certain house numbers. 

Devine: Yes, like four, number four. Itôs sah; in Korean itôs called sah. Sah is number 

four, but that is also death. In Chinese character, that also means ñdeath,ò so 

they avoid number four. 

DePue: Or a house that had a northern front to it. 

Devine:  Exactly. Yes, thatôs a no, no, no, no.  

DePue: This is all (both laughing)éSo, do you live your life that way? 

Devine: No. 

DePue: Okay. Now weôve got a variety of different religions, or youôve used the word 

ñphilosophy,ò because, I think, that probably is more applicable, and theyôre 

not necessarily exclusive, are they? 

Devine: Right. Some are philosophies; they are not religions. The most prominent 

philosophy, at least during the Yi Dynasty, the final dynasty, is Confucianism. 

That has to go in there.  

DePue: I read one time, as I was flying to Korea, reading about Korean culture and 

trying to understand it; the author said that Korea is perhaps the most 

Confucian country in Asia. 

Devine: Yes. 
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DePue: Okay, now, all of this is layering different complexities in the environment 

youôre growing up with. But, talk to me about what it means to be growing up 

in this very Confucian society. 

Devine: Confucian society, I donôt think Confucius himself really said, ñOh, men are 

superior to women.ò I donôt know if he spelled that out, but his philosophy 

was being interpreted by his disciples. The disciples would interpret the 

masters, and so, during that process, it became very clear that this is a male-

centered philosophy. And womenôs place is subject to menôs wills. And 

woman is supposed to be completely submissive to the husband and father and 

the husbandôs family. So Confucianism ended up creating a very patriarchal 

society, where womenôs rights were nonexistent.  

So, growing up in that culture was very, very, very, very difficult. I 

faced neighbors every day saying, ñOh yeah, you should have been born a 

boy. If you had been born a boy, your parentsé Theyôre a very happy couple. 

They want to just live together, without mistresses or anything. But now, your 

father will have to take a mistress to produce a male child, because youôre not 

a boy.ò So, hearing this, as a three, four, five-year old girl, it was really, really 

tough.  

DePue: Letôs kind of walk through the rest of the familial relationships. What happens 

when you get to the point of being married in the Confucian society? Is that 

something thatôs arranged, typically?  

Devine: Yes. At that time, up to 1950s and, in rural areas, even in 1960s, arranged 

marriages was the typical pattern.  

DePue: Who was doing the arrangement? Was it the men or the women in the 

families? 

Devine: Generally, the parents or grandparents were involved in finding suitable 

matches for their grandchildren or children. But, you know, all the family 

members were entitled to bring candidates, suggest candidates, yeah. Then, 

later on, fellow alums and alumsô spouses and everybody, you know, and co-

workers in the office, they all felt almostéIt was a show of friendship. If you 

cared about somebody, you tried to come up with some candidates for that 

person to meet. (laughs) 

DePue: Candidate, that doesnôt have the same romantic tinge that Westerners would 

want to hear. 

Devine: Right, right, yeah. 

DePue: Were there matchmakers? Were there shamans involved? 

Devine: Yes, there were. There were professional matchmakers. Yes. It was a big 

business, yeah. 
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DePue: Once a man and woman got married, did they move out of the home? 

Devine: No. Before marriage, generally, before 1950s, men and women, they were 

matched. Then, even up to the wedding day, they were not allowed to see each 

other. Only the matchmaker would have seen the both bride and the groom. 

So, typically, the bride and groom did not see each other until wedding day. 

On the wedding day, the groom could look at the face of the bride, but the 

brideôs eyes were glued down with honey mixture to keep her eyes glued all 

day, so that she doesnôt try to peek at the groom. (laughs) They said, ñOh, if a 

bride did that, peeked at the groom, itôs bad luck.ò So, she did not see him, 

typically, until the wedding night, until the guy would disrobe her. Thatôs 

when she saw him for the first time. That was the procedure they went 

through.  

Then, your question about where they lived. Patriarchal society means 

the woman would come into the manôs house to live there. She would become 

his family member. Her identity, as the member of her own native home and 

family, is just totally obliterated. So, she is not even allowed to go back home 

to visit, for years on end. The mother-in-law would hold the right to give 

permission, when she could go back and visit. If she could do it once a year, 

sheôs lucky. 

DePue: Did she take the husbandôs family name, or did she keep her family name? 

Devine: Actually, she kept her family name. 

DePue: But the children took the fatherôs name. 

Devine: The children all took the fatherôs name.  

DePue: What was the relationship, the expectations, about caring for the parents of 

your husband? Was there an expectation that this bride would be expected to 

take care of her parents? 

Devine: Absolutely, hundred percent submission, hundred percent submission to the 

wills of the mother-in-law, father-in-law, the sisters-in-law, brothers-in-law. 

All those in-laws were her new bosses. 

DePue: How about some other aspects of Confucianism? My understanding is, thereôs 

very strong emphasis on education and on your status in society. Is that 

accurate? 

Devine: Yes, yes. Education is the key to success, for men. They had this entrance 

exam system for government officials. People wanting to work for the 

government, they had to take these very, very difficult exams. They had 

different types of exams, depending on what level of government service a 

person aspired to have. So, yeah, the government entrance, employment 

exams are very, veryéthe basic core of Confucian society. 
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DePue: But strictly for men. Education was just for the men. 

Devine: Education was for men. 

DePue: Okay. 

Devine: There were some educated women. But they were cases like, if the father or 

grandfather or uncle took pity on some female members of the family, they 

would unofficially teach them how to read Chinese. So, there were some 

educated women. But they did not go to any official schools. The schools 

where boys and men went to, were called suhdang.  

Suhdangs are Confucian academies, set up by, generally, former, 

retired government officials. They would retire and then open suhdang 

academies, where they would teach youngsters the education needed. 

DePue: When you first started talking about your adoptive parents, though, you said 

your father was illiterate. Your mother had a third-grade education and, 

basically, taught him how to read. 

Devine: Yes, yes.  

DePue: So, isnôt that contrary to what youôve just been talking about?  

Devine: Well, the literacy level of Korea, during the Japanese occupation, was very 

low. So, especially in the countryside, there were tons and tons and tons of 

illiterate males and females. The il literacy rate among females would be 

almost hundred percent, ninety-five or something. But among men too, the 

illiterate people was very substantial percentage of the population, because not 

every family could afford to send their children to suhdang, which charged 

tuition. So, that reflected the poverty of these lower-level people. They just 

had no money to send children to school, whether they are boys or girls. 

DePue: So, even though Confucianism very strongly stressed education, that didnôt 

mean there were opportunities for people? 

Devine: Yes, right. No equal opportunities, no. That was a very elitist philosophy and 

for an elitist society. 

DePue: Thereôs one other religion that I think we think to bring into this discussion, 

and thatôs Christianity. Normally, people might be surprised, but Christian 

missionaries had been active in Korea for decades. 

Devine: Oh, yes. 

DePue: Before you were born even. 
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Devine: Yes, yes. Christianity came in 1889. I canôt be completely sure of the date, but 

I believe itôs in 1880s, Roman Catholic priest, Matteo Ricci, came in. Shortly 

after that, Protestant missionaries started coming in.  

So, this is a very interesting question, Mark. Christianity just spread 

like wildfire in Korean society. Christianity came to China first, before it 

came into Korea, of course. Matteo Ricci and Xavier, those people came 

through China. Japan also received missionaries, too.  

But, both Chinese and Japanese, the percentage of their population 

converting to Christianity is pretty low compared to Korea. Why, Korea now 

has people claiming themselves to be Christians on census is like 35%, 

whereas itôs not even half of that in China and Japan. Itôs very interesting 

question. Why is that? Why did Koreans go wild over Christianity? But 

Christianity certainly, once they came and took roots, both Catholic and 

Protestant, they had just thoroughly, completely important impact on Korean 

society, in changing the Korean society.  

For example, they advocated against drinking. Heavy drinking used to 

be the major cause of domestic violence, against women, especially against 

children. So, their prohibition against alcoholism had a tremendous impact on 

changing Korean society, for the better. Also, they advocated equal 

opportunities for men and women, so that changed a lot of Korean women a 

lot, too, and education, sending a lot of Korean youngsters to other countries 

to study abroad. That also had beneficial impact on changing Korean society 

and modernizing it.  

DePue: You asked a rhetorical question, ñWhy did it have such a stronger impact in 

Korea than China and Japan?ò Do you have an answer for it?  

Devine: A lot of people have theories on that. One, the dissatisfaction level of Korean 

people. Their dissatisfaction with the government: Yi Dynasty, the Confucian 

society, the poverty, the class separation. The rich class and poor class 

separation was very dramatically distinct, and the povertyé People in the 

lower class were just, just totally unhappy. So, the dissatisfaction level of a 

majority or large percentage of the population, some people think this is one 

of the reasons they turned to Christianity, which promised hope and faith and 

afterlife, happiness in the afterlife, and belief that God loved all people, men 

or women or poor or rich. This philosophy appealed to them. 

DePue: Was your family involved with Christianity when you were growing up? 

Devine: No, not while I was growing up. I was the first one to convert to Catholicism 

in my adoptive family. Shortly after that, my mom became a Catholic. 

DePue: I think weôre a little bit ahead of the story, and Iôm spending an awful lot of 

time talking about, essentially, the nature of Korean culture and society. But I 
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donôt think we understand the rest of your story unless we have this 

framework to work with. 

Devine: Right. 

DePue: Tell me what it was likeðthis is an unfair questionðthe Korean War starts, 

June twenty-fifth, 1950. Youôre seven years old at the time. How much do you 

remember about your life, growing up in Seoul, prior to the war beginning?  

Devine: Um hmm, prior to the war beginning, our neighborhood was a very close-knit 

neighborhood, very good relationships among neighbors.  

DePue: Where in Seoul were you living? 

Devine: Where in Seoul? Mun Wha Dong.  

DePue: Iôve got a map here of Seoul, by the district. I donôt know if itôs there or not.  

Devine: Yeah, I donôt think it shows on this map anymore. It got incorporated with 

other neighborhoods, and names changed. I donôt think Iôll be able to pinpoint 

it, but I can roughly tell you. Itôs near the East Gate. There are four gates in 

Seoul: Northð 

DePue: These are all from the Yi Dynasty time period?  

Devine: Yes, yes. Itôs southeast section of Seoul. 

DePue: So, are they on the southern side of the Han River? 

Devine: No, itôs north side of Han River, by East Gate. Letôs see. Boy, this map is very 

small. 

DePue: Well, Iôve got another. This is a larger version of the same map. There we go. 

Devine: Seoul is here. Wherever the East Gate is, itôs near there. I would just 

tentatively put my X right here. 

DePue: Now weôre looking at a contemporary map of Seoul, which is something like 

eight million people. Back in 1950, how large would Seoul be? 

Devine: Oh myé 

DePue: Maybe half a million or so? 

Devine: No, no, I donôt have that figure. 

DePue: Okay. Obviously, much smaller than today. I donôt mean to get bogged down 

in being that specific. What do you remember about the house that you lived 

in? 
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Devine: Oh, the house was very typical, Korean working-class type of a house. The 

roof was tile roof. And it had a layout; typical layout was like this: here is the 

kitchen and here is the mother-in-law room. 

DePue: Basically a rectangle, and itôs divided up into different rooms. 

Devine: Yes. Then, across from that, would be the son and wifeôs room, okay? Then, 

here is a guest room, and here is the bathroom, and the gate would be like 

here, the entryway. 

DePue: Now youôre drawing this, is this under one roof?  

Devine: Yes. 

DePue: But is itð.  

Devine: This is all one roof. 

DePue: So, the bathroom would be inside, or is there a courtyard that the bathroomôs 

in?  

Devine: Yes. This is the courtyard.  

DePue: So, there are rooms surrounding this open-area courtyard. 

Devine: Yes. And there would be a little stand, kind of cellar. Itôs a cement structure, 

with lower level and upper level. In the lower level itôs cellar, where you keep 

vegetables and tomatoes and things. Then, on the upper level, which is a 

platformðwide open, no railings or anythingðthe platform is where they put 

these jars of kimchi and soy sauce and doen-jang, yellow bean paste, and go-

chi-jang, red bean paste. So, this was sauce stand. The faucet would be right 

here, close to the kitchen. And this is what they call maru. And this is a 

wooden floor. This isð 

DePue: Between a couple of the main rooms. 

Devine: Yes. This is the wooden floor, and itôs wide open. There is no door. The door 

into the bedroom is off of here, and the door into the bedroom, here, is from 

here. So, this is open living room space. The bedrooms had ondol. Ondol 

means itôs a warmed floor. The floor itself gets heated. To heat this room from 

the kitchenðyou know, you would be cooking thingsðand the heat from the 

fire from the kitchen would go through flues that are under the floor. There 

would be chimney here, and the heat travels under subfloor flues and travel 

out the chimney. So, the floor itself gets very warm.  

DePue: The fire is charcoal or wood orð 
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Devine: Wood, wood. At that time. After the Korean War, the coal briquettes became 

popular. But, before Korean War, there were no briquettes. 

DePue: Was there any electricity before the war? 

Devine: Yes. Yes. 

DePue: You did have electricity then? 

Devine: We did have electricity.  

DePue: Would there be anything close to what we would consider as indoor 

plumbing? A toilet?  

Devine: No. No. 

DePue: So, essentially, in this courtyard, you had a place to do your business, and then 

that had to be pumped out occasionally?  

Devine: Yes, there were honey-bucket people coming around, you know, and they 

wouldð 

DePue: Thatôs a wonderful euphemism, isnôt it? 

Devine: Yes yes. Americans I know use thisðhoney bucket person coming around, 

and he would yell out, ñHoney bucket here!ò Then, everybody will get, ñOh 

yeah, come on in and take our, you know, (quietly) shit. (both laugh) 

DePue: But your family would have been considered working class or lower middle 

class? 

Devine: Working, working, low, low middle class. 

DePue: Were there very distinct delineations between various classes? 

Devine: Yes, yes. Confucian society, the 600 years of Yi Dynasty, was extremely 

stratified society. Class distinctions were totally distinct and enforceable.  

DePue: By law? 

Devine: Yes, and intermarriages between classes were either forbidden by law or, at 

least, looked down upon or discouraged. The lowest class were people like 

butchers and prostitutes and artists. Artists belonged to the lower group. 

DePue: Itôs an interesting grouping, butchers. 

Devine: Butchers, um hmm. Tanners, they wereð 

DePue: Butchers and tanners and artists all require quite a bit of skill to do their jobs. 
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Devine: I know, I know. 

DePue: But those are even lower than your average farmer? 

Devine: Right. Then, the next level up, were farmers and merchants. Merchants were 

considered pretty low, too. In Confucian society, merchants and farmers, they 

are pretty low. Even lower than those, are tanners and butchers and 

prostitutes, and artists were kind of in between farmers and the lowest class. 

Artists are pretty low, too. Then, there were the government officials, low-

ranking government officials, and their families. Then, higher ranking, etc. 

Yes. 

DePue: So, by 1950, those lines, I would think, began to blur a little bit. But your 

father, being a truck driver, you said? 

Devine: Um hmm. 

DePue: Did he work for the government or was it private contractor? 

Devine: City, the city of Seoul, city government.  

DePue: What is your earliest memory? 

Devine: The earliest memoryéthe earliest memory is all these adults [makes 

whispering sounds], talking in low voices about some trouble, which involved 

the coming of the mistress to bear a male child for my father. The adults were 

unhappy, and I sensed that it had to do with my being a girl and the family 

needing a boy. My mother, especially, being unhappy.  

But, my memories also have happy memories of eating special foods 

my mother was famous for preparing. She was a wonderful cook, and so she 

was famous for it in the neighborhood.  

DePue: It probably wouldnôt be dishes that most of us would recognize, but what were 

some of your favorite dishes, growing up? 

Devine: Okay. Favorite dishes, mandu. Mandu is dumplings. 

DePue: Itôs essentially a Chinese dumpling, is it not? 

Devine: Itôs similar, but Chinese put different ingredients into the stuffing. Korean 

stuffing is totally different. Typical Korean stuffing is beansprouts, not the 

soybean beansprouts, but mung bean beansprouts. Thereôs a difference. Also 

tofu, mashed tofu, lots of green onion and sometime some chopped up kimchi 

gets in there. But, if you put in kimchi, that lowers the quality, but itôs tastier. 

So, mandu was my favorite. I could just eat twenty or thirty of those. (both 

laugh) 
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DePue: You already suggested thereôs quite a bit more to the story about the mistress.  

Can you go into that for us? 

Devine: The mistress. So, in situations like this, when husband and wife do not 

produce a male child, in Confucian patriarchal society, because the blood line 

goes down by the male blood, and also because, at that time, there were no 

Social Security or welfare systems set up for aging parents and grandparents, 

it was deemed that a male child was necessary to carry down the family name 

and also to take care of the grandparents and parents in their old age.  

But another important reason why they needed a boy has to do with 

Confucianism and belief in afterlife. Confucianism is a philosophy, and so itôs 

not a religion that deals with the afterlife, but they do have ancestral 

ceremonies required. Confucians required the families to offer ancestor-

worship ceremonies, several times a year, for each dead ancestor: on the day 

of the ancestorôs death, and on New Yearôs Eve, New Yearôs and Korean 

Thanksgiving, which is Chuseok. So, for each dead ancestor, they needed to 

offer at least three ancestral ceremonies, and you had to do this for three 

generations of dead ancestors. So, if you had twelve dead ancestorsðdead for 

three generationsðand you had to do it three times a year for each, thatôs 

thirty-six times. So, thatôs average three ancestral worship ceremonies per 

month that the daughter-in-law had to prepare, huge feast. And itôs always a 

midnight ritual. The women would slave themselves over this all day, maybe 

several days. But men are the only ones who could offer the food and drinks 

to dead ancestors and do the bowing. Women were not allowed to be part of 

this process. 

DePue: Was there the gravesite? Is that where this occurred? 

Devine: Graveside thing is for Thanksgiving time. Thanksgiving time and New Yearôs 

Day time, they would go to the gravesite to do it. But other times, they do it at 

home, at midnight.  

Without having a male descendant to offer these ceremonies, the dead 

ancestorsô spirits would starve. They would become starving ghosts. And, 

with the ancestors being starved, they would not be able to give blessings, 

pour blessings on the descendants, because they are starving; theyôre unhappy.  

DePue: What happens to the food, then? The food is not consumed? 

Devine: Oh, it is consumed. After the bowing and offering of the wine, the family all 

gather around and eat the food. 

DePue: Good! (both laugh)  

Devine: That was my favorite part.  
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DePue: But this sounds like itôs not just Confucian beliefs, but itôs a fusion between 

Confucianism and a lot of the folk beliefs that youôve talked about before. 

Devine: Yes, they are that. 

DePue: Or maybe Buddhism, because I would have thought that a lot of these 

religious ceremonies would have been tied more closely to Buddhist 

traditions. 

Devine: Yes, Buddhists certainly believe in afterlife. But they didnôt necessarily 

believe in the dead ancestors having to be fattened up with these huge feasts, 

so many times a year. They believed in people coming to the temple and 

making offerings of money to the temple and lighting incense. That was their 

kind of showing respect to dead ancestors. It didnôt go into this elaborate 

feasts, three times a year, per every dead ancestor, for three generations. 

DePue: Okay. So thatôs why you had to have a male heir. 

Devine: Yes, only male could do this ceremony. 

DePue: So then, tell us more about the traditions that developed about mistresses. 

Devine: Okay. So, my parents, not having a male child to offer this thing, my father 

and mother apparentlyéEven though they just saw each other the day of their 

weddingéActually my father very much wanted to see her before the 

wedding, and he snuck around, hung around her neighborhood, and he did 

take a peek at her from behind the fence. Thatôs what I was told.  

So, he already liked her. But she didnôt know if she would fall in love 

with him. So, growing up, my strongest impression about my parents is, 

everybody said they were just such a loving, love-struck couple; so, my father 

apparently didnôt necessarily want to take a mistress. 

There were at least two ways of dealing with this mistress situation. 

One, he could have set her up outside the home somewhere, a separate 

household, and paid her expenses. When a child was born, especially if it was 

a boy, he could have just brought the boy in the house and given the boy to 

my mother. My mother and father would have raised him, and the mistress 

would be forgotten. Okay? Thatôs one system.  

The other is bringing her into the house, and when the children were 

born, they would communally raise the children together. In my parentsô case, 

because my mother hadðand this is the whole story of the novel, why this 

became necessaryðmy mother had a sister, who was a wine-house woman, 

and sheð 

DePue: Which means she ran a tavern, something like a tavern?  
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Devine:  Yeah, an employee of a tavern. Women working in taverns, often they took in 

male customers for pay. She often became a mistress to rich man who was just 

fooling around for fun or who was looking for a mistress to bear a male child 

for him and his wife.  

So, my mother had a sister in a potential mistressôs situation, and so 

my mother didnôt want to make a mistress out of a woman, set up a household 

outside, and when the boy child was born, tear the child away from the 

woman and forget the woman. She thought that would be like doing the same 

thing to her own sister. Her own sister bore a male child for a rich company 

boss, and he took the child away from her and gave him to his wife. 

DePue: What happened that she never had a marriage arranged for her? Do you 

know? 

Devine: She was beautiful, and she was fun-loving woman. She just fell in love with a 

guy who happened to be a married guy, and she got pregnant and had a child 

out of wedlock. When a woman gets into that situation, respectful marriage is 

out of the question. Her life just went downhill from that point. So, this 

cousinðwho is a prominent figure in my novelðis the out-of-wedlock child 

born to my aunt. And so, my mother did not want to have her husband fool 

around somewhere, tear the child away and bring the child into the house, 

because her own sister went through that heartache. 

DePue: How old were you when this decision was being made and the whispers were 

going on? 

Devine: I think I was about five.  

DePue: Did you understand at the time what was going on? 

Devine: No. 

DePue: But there had to be a moment in time when suddenly hereôs this other woman 

living in the household. 

Devine: Right, right, yeah. So, by the time she came, I think I was six, six and a half, 

just a year before Korean War broke out. I was maybe six. Suddenly this 

woman was coming in. My mother was extremely unhappy. She cried a lot 

and everything. So, I knew this was just not a good thing happening in the 

house. The day the mistress came, that day my mother spent all day cooking 

food to welcome the woman, even though, this woman was coming as a 

mistress. As a first wife, it was her duty, Confucian duty, to be good to the 

mistress and welcome her into the house.  

DePue: This is her own sister though, right? 
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Devine: No, no, no. Her own sister had a separate life with a rich man, and she lost her 

son to that rich man and his wife. That already happened. This is a mistress 

coming to live with my father. Thatôs two different women. 

DePue: Okay. 

Devine: I brought out my motherôs sister case, only to show you why my parents 

decided to bring the woman into the house, instead of keeping her outside and 

then tearing the child away from her, because that happened to my motherôs 

sister, who lost the child. 

DePue: Did either your mother or father know the mistress before she was brought 

into the family? 

Devine: Yes, yes. My father at least met her. Whether my mother also met her or not, 

Iôm not sure.  

DePue: Was this another one of these arranged situations? 

Devine: It probably was arranged, yes. To tell you the truth, I really donôt know why 

this woman became a mistress. So, when I wrote this novel, I had to 

fictionalize that part.  

In real life, I asked her. This is like ten years ago, when I was working 

on the book. I asked her, ñWhy did you become my fatherôs mistress? What 

were the circumstances?ò She wouldnôt answer me. It made her very 

uncomfortable. So, she didnôt answer me, and I didnôt press her. So, in the 

book, I fictionalized it, and I used somebody elseôs story, which is, that she 

was married when she was very young, fifteen, sixteen, seventeen year old, 

marrying an equally, same-age groom. I heard of a woman who married, sight 

unseen, of course, and on the wedding nightðshe apparently had some kind 

of a defect in her leg or thigh or butt or somewhere, there was a huge hole 

gouged out area or something, some kind of physical defectðthe groom, in 

the dark was groping her, and when he felt this weird kind of a thing, he just 

freaked out and just bolted out of the room. He just never came back, without 

the marriage being consummated. So, then she was just sent back to her home. 

DePue: Now youôre saying, this is in the book? 

Devine: Yes, itôs in the book, but itôs a story that belongs to somebody else, not this 

mistress who came to my fatherôs house. But, because I couldnôt get the true 

story from herðwhy she came as a mistressðI borrowed somebody elseôs 

story, and gave it to her. 

DePue: How did it work out? Did she bear a son for your father? 

Devine: Yes.  
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DePue: Did that occur before the start of the Korean War? 

Devine: No. She became pregnant, and then the Korean War broke out. So, during the 

Korean War, the boy was born.  

DePue: Now, youôve already talked about watching your mother. ButðI think I asked 

you this beforeðwhat were you feeling at the time, about all of this? 

Devine: Oh, I was just totally crushed. I was unhappy. I felt like crying. I felt like 

talking and asking questions, but in Korea, children were to be seen and not 

heard. You know, that was in this culture too; children were not supposed to 

speak up when adults were talking. So, in Korea too, that was even more 

strictly observed. Children were not allowed to interrupt adults and ask 

questions or anything. So, I heard these stories, and that made my mother 

unhappy, and she was crying. But I just never asked questions or discussed it 

or anything. I just kept it all to myself. Something seriously bad and unhappy 

was happening and that was because of me being not a boy.  

DePue: So, all these people who are telling you that you should have been a boy, you 

internalized that, and you felt very guilty. 

Devine: Very guilty, very guilty. I was the source of my parentsô unhappiness.  

DePue: Did they ever exhibit that to you, in the relationship you had with your two 

parents? 

Devine: No, no. I was never spanked, or I was never chided. No. They totally, 

completely loved me, which made me even more guilty. You know, this 

loving parents and loving husband and wife, who were just totally in love with 

each other, having to go through this, having the woman come, you know. 

And, because they were so loving, it just made my heart even heavier, and 

hurt more. 

DePue: I wonder if you can sketch out the personality. Describe your father for me. 

Devine: Okay. I brought a picture of him 

in that packet, but he was a very 

fun-loving person, a jokester. He 

was always joking. For example, 

I have my forehead that sticks 

out, and he would always tease 

me, you know, ñHow are you 

going to find a good husband 

with that shape of a forehead? 

(laughs) Youôll never catch a 

good husband with that forehead 

of yours.ò He was a terrific guy, 

very loving, warm, humor-filled 

Maija is pictured in her cap and gown, 

alongside her adoptive father. 
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man. So, that made it even harder for me to feel I am the reason why he is 

going to be unhappy.  (tearfully) This is why I felt like I just have to write 

about this.  

This man and my mother, they were extremely loving people, in love 

with each other, and they went through this ordeal. I wanted to show how 

honorably, with how much affection for each other and consideration for the 

mistress. In their most difficult situation, they tried to be graceful, honorable 

and treat the mistress with kindness. They would be this kind of people. They 

were common people. They were not elite class people. They were not 

glamorous people, like spies, that novelists would choose to write about. Not 

many novelists wrote about this common-class people, whose hearts were in 

good place.  

They were trying to obey the teachings of Confucianism, even though 

the teachings went against their own desire for personal happiness with each 

other. They had to welcome this mistress. I just wanted the world to know 

about these common people, going through this kind of heartache and how 

they met their challenges with honor and honesty and decency and grace. 

DePue: How about your mother? How would you describe her? 

Devine: Oh, sheôs one of those people whose formal education was limited, you know, 

second or third grade. She had to quit school. This was during Japanese 

occupation. She quit school, I think, partly because they began to make her 

speak in Japanese only. Also, her family was very poor, and she needed to 

help at home. There were the auntôs healing ceremonies, shaman healing 

ceremonies, she needed to help cook, things like that.  

Anyway, even though her formal education was very limited, she is 

one of the peopleéthe wisest person I know. She just has this common sense 

and deep and very logical thinking ability. She could see situations and sort 

things out right away and find some kind of solution that would be agreeable 

to everybody concerned. She was that kind of a very enlightened person, who 

acted like she had a very high education. And she was respected by all family 

members and neighbors. Yeah, she was a wonderful person.  

DePue: Well, this has been an incredible revelation, in terms of the relationship that 

your family had and the deep feeling that you had for them. 

Devine: Yeah. 

DePue: Were you proud to be their daughter? 

Devine: Yes, I was. I was. I just donôt remember any time I was less than proud to be 

their daughter. My feelings were totally positive. And, when I discovered that 

I was adopted, one of the things that I felt immediately was, oh, thank God 

that I was adopted and received all this unconditional love, Even though I 
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didnôt know I was adopted, and I thought it was all my fault that their ideal 

life fell apart, because of my not being a boy, because so much heartache 

came from that, for the rest of my life, yeah, for the rest of my life. I still felt 

very fortunate to have had their unconditional love. Even after he got this 

mistress, his love for me, there was just no change.  

Earlier, you asked how many children were born to the mistress. She 

went on and had four boys and one girl. So, I have four boys and one girl on 

that side and me. Thatôs six of us, okay? Then on my biological side, thereôs 

three full-blood brothers, older one, twin and younger one. So, thatôs six, plus 

three; thatôs nine, okay?  

Then my birth parents divorced, after my younger brother was born, 

and my lawyer father remarried. He and the second wife had three children, 

two girls and one boy. So, add three to nine here. I am one of twelve siblings. 

DePue: I wouldnôt want to even begin to try to sketch that family tree. (both laugh) I 

canôt remember now what I was going to ask you. It probably will come up 

here in a little bit.  

Weôre getting to the point. Then, the Korean War begins. Again, was 

there any discussionðand youôre awfully young at this time to understand 

that kind of thing in the first placeðbut were you hearing anything going on 

about concerns about what might happen before that actually occurred? 

Devine: Yes, yes. I do remember hearing whisperings, a lot of whispers. One incident, 

I remember quite distinctly, before Korean War broke out, is the man who 

was responsible for bringing me from Manchuria to Seoul and giving me to 

his nephew. So, he is my grandfather, my fatherôs uncle. He came to visit, and 

it was very dark at night, close to midnight. He and my father went to a 

neighborôs house, and there were neighborhood men gathering there. It was in 

the middle of the night. They turned all the lights off, no candles, no electric 

light or anything. And he, the grandfather, was doing something with a mirror. 

I think it was mirror. He was having the moonlight reflect against this glass or 

mirror, and they were trying to get an image to show up in this thing. 

Somehow that image was to tell them whether North Korea was going to 

invade South, if there is a war happening, whether South will win or North 

will win . It, this image was supposed to tell. Itôs a fortune-telling method, a 

way of fortune telling. 

In my book, I have the grandfather say, ñThereôs this image. The red is 

flowing down.ò The whole thing became red, which means red is going to 

win. But thatôs fictional part. I donôt know exactly what he said, but I knew 

that they were trying to tell whether thereôs going to be a war. 

DePue: What happened when the war began? What happened to the family?  

Devine: We stayed there. And the soldiers came through town. 
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DePue: The North Korean soldiers. 

Devine: North Korean soldiers came through town. I donôt really remember them very 

clearly. So, to write this book, I interviewed a man, a professor at University 

of Wyoming, to see if he had memories of the Korean War. He was maybe a 

few years older than me, and he told me some things. 

DePue: How old was your father? 

Devine: When the Korean War broke out? 

DePue: Yeah.  

Devine: Oh boy.  

DePue: Was he beyond draftable age? 

Devine: Yes, he was about thirty-five. He was beyond draftable age. Not only that, he 

is a only male child in his family, for the third generation. This is another 

reason why he had to have the mistress, because he didnôt have brothers, 

whose child he could adopt. So, he was exempt from going to war. 

DePue: Did he retain his job, then, during this time of North Korean occupation?  

Devine: Yes. 

DePue: Do you think your life changed much, during those few months, when the 

North Koreans occupied the South? 

Devine: Yes, it changed, because my parents, all the neighbors, everybody had to 

attend this communist meetings. I donôt know whether it was once a week or 

twice a week or every day. It was in the evening. They needed to attend the 

communist meetings. And children were required to go, too. I think there 

might have been once or twice when I didnôt go, and my mother was chewed 

out by the communist authorities. So, there were things like this that changed 

our life.  

Another memory I have is my mother telling me, if anybody you donôt 

know asks you what you ate for dinner, always say, barley. ñWe ate barley 

and bean sprout soup,ò not white rice and red meat, bulgogi meat, for 

example. I was not to tell the truth. Just say, barley and bean sprout soup. 

DePue: Why? 

Devine: Because theyôre cheap. Barley is food for poor people. Seoul people didnôt eat 

barley. They ate white rice, which is the standard food and the most expensive 

kind of food. Beef was very rare and expensive, so eating beef is a luxury. So, 
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even us, we had it only maybe once a month. Mostly, we ate vegetables and 

fish and eggs. 

DePue: So, before the war, youôd be happy to brag about what you ate, to show that 

youôre successful.  

Devine: Yeah, right. 

DePue: Then, after the communists come in, you wanted to show that youôreð 

Devine: We had no rice in the house, because communist soldiers were coming around 

and confiscating rice and other food items, also brass, any metal things, like 

brass candlesticks oréChamber pots were brass, believe or not, so, chamber 

pots, they took those away, and pots and pans. I guess they were making 

weapons with those things. 

DePue: What was going on at these meetings the communists were holding? Were 

these indoctrination sessions? 

Devine: Yes, indoctrination, what good communists should do and not do and what 

they teach you. 

DePue: What were your parents telling you, when you got back home? 

Devine: They were not telling me anything directly. But they were just talking among 

themselves, the neighbors. You know, they were just very unhappy. They 

were very unsure about what this would all lead to.  

Also, another thing I remember is, people were talking about digging 

hideouts, hiding holes, in case of invasion, further kind of attack. They built 

shelters. In our house, too, under this maru that I showed you, the wooden 

floor, we dug a hole underneath it, where my father could hide.  

DePue: Was your father or your parents at all political before the war? 

Devine: No, totally apolitical. 

DePue: Were there people in the neighborhood, young men in the neighborhood, that 

were being drafted by the North Koreans into their army? 

Devine: Umm hm. And in some schools, middle school. I was just in grade school, but 

in middle schools and high schools, the North Korean Communist soldiers put 

their camps there. So, middle school and high school students had a lot more 

contact with the North Korean soldiers. They even made the students do some 

work, like piling the sandbags and things like that. 

DePue: September 15th [1950] is an important day for Korean history, because thatôs 

when the famous Inchon landing occurred and [General Douglas] MacArthur 
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pulled another miracle, if you will. I know that it was roughly the 27th of 

September, then, that Seoul was liberated by the American and UN forces, 

both Army and Marines. Do you remember that? 

Devine: Hmm, no. Interestingly, I do not have distinct memory of the street scenes or 

adults jubilating. 

DePue: You didnôt see any fighting at all? 

Devine: No. 

DePue: So, then, the war goes at a completely different direction, and itôs quickly after 

that, the U.N. [United Nations] forces drive north. They donôt stop at the 38th 

parallel. They continue to drive north. They get very close to the borders with 

Manchuria, with China. Actually, in a couple places, they reach the Yalu 

River, which defines the border. Then, the Chinese come in, at the end of 

November. Do you remember hearing about that, or were your parents 

reacting to that?  

Devine: Yes. Yes. When that happened, thatôs when our family left Seoul. We 

evacuated. 

DePue: Right at the time, early when the Chinese come in? 

Devine: Itôs either November or December. It was very, very cold. I remember it being 

dead winter. I donôt know exactly why, but it was my mother and my 

grandmother, my fatherôs mother, my grandmother and my mother and I. It 

was only the three of us, getting on a train. 

DePue: So, this is your mother, her stepmother and you. 

Devine: No, her mother-in-law. 

DePue: Yes, excuse me, her mother-in-law. Thatôs what I meant.  

Devine: My mother and her mother-in-law and I. 

DePue: What was the relationship between those two women? 

Devine: Oh, they were very, very good, very, very tight, yeah. My mother never 

blamed her mother-in-law for having pushed my father to get this mistress, 

because my mother knew it was her mother-in-lawôs responsibility, as a 

Confucian woman, to make sure her son would produce a male child. She 

wasnôt doing that to be mean to her. 

DePue: So, go ahead and explain what happened then.  
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Devine: So, for some reason, it was just me and my mother and her mother-in-law 

getting on a train. Well, first of all, we walked a long, long distance in dead of 

winter. There was snow on the ground, and my grandmother, actuallyéI 

donôt know where she got it, but she had one of these winter coats of 

American soldiers (chuckles). I think my father just got it from black market 

or something. And so, yeah. 

DePue: Weôre looking at a picture of, I think, Korean refugees.  

Devine: Yes.   

DePue: And this is a famous picture, up here, of the Han River Bridge after it had 

collapsed. 

Devine: Yes, right. We tried to cross, before this happened. So, yeah, we crossed, and 

my grandmother was wearing huge winter coat, military winter coat. We 

walked quite a long time. There were planes going [makes motor sounds], you 

know, bombs dropping. And there were people who had mattresses over their 

heads, to see if that would protect them from the bullets or bombing.  

My mother, once in a while, just covered my eyes. I complained about 

that, because I just couldnôt see. And she said, ñJust hold onto my skirt,ò 

because her hands were full with things she was carrying. She just told me to 

hold onto her skirt and just walk. The reason she covered my eyes, here and 

there, was to keep me from seeing people getting killed and falling on the 

ground.  

So, then, we got to a train stop. It was not a station with a building. It 

was just out in the open. Tons of people, all waited, and finally a train came. 

We got on the train, and the train was a series of box cars, no windows, no 

bathrooms, no chairs, no beds. It was just boxes. People just threw their 

bundles of rice cakes and whatever, sewing machinesépeople even took their 

sewing machines with them. I think my mother did (laughs). Some people had 

chamber pots, too.  

DePue: But a sewing machine might be a livelihood, where you ended up. 

Devine: Yes, yes, yes. So, I think my mom took her sewing machine. So, we put all the 

bundles on the floor of the boxcar, and we just climbed and sat on top of these 

things or leaned against it. The door closed, and it was pitch dark.  

We just rattled along, and then, every so often, the train would stop. 

Then, the door would open, and people would just pour out and go to the 

fields to do their, you know, go bathroom. I do remember having to do 

number two, number one? Which is number two? 

DePue: Well, thatôs the big job. 
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Devine: The big job. I had to do that. Of course, thereôs no newspaper to wipe with, 

and we had to pluck some leaves to do the wiping job. I remember feeling 

very unhappy, because it just left a smell on my hand. My motherðbecause I 

was unhappy about that smellðshe poured some rice drink, boiled water with 

rice in it, and that made my hands stink more, because the water was spoiled. 

So, anyway, itôs just a small kind of memory. 

But, my mother ran to the nearest farmhouse to find some food, 

because we had rice cake in one of those bundles, but there were fifty, sixty 

bundles, all piled, and we just couldnôt get to our bundle, to find the food. So, 

she ran to closest farmhouse, and she came back with some japgokbap, you 

know, the rice, mixed with barley, that you kind of make into a little ball, rice 

ball? She brought those, and we ate that.  

I think it took at least two days. I just donôt know how long it took for 

us to go down from Seoul to Masan. Masan is near Pusan. 

DePue: What do you know about how you got separated from your father and, 

apparently, the mistress? 

Devine: I donôt know. I can just only guess that she might have been visiting her 

family, and my father went to get her. My father might have told my motheré 

I kind of imagined it and fictionalized it in my book. I think thatôs what 

happened, even though Iôm not hundred percent sure. I think my father told 

my mother to, ñGet on the train, as soon as possible, because the bridge is 

going to break.ò So, he sent her on first, while he went to get the second wife, 

the mistress.  

DePue: I thought she was living with you at time. 

Devine: Yeah, but myéI think this is what happened. I think the mistress went to visit 

her parentsô house. She went there, and my father went to get her. Then, my 

father told my mother, ñJust go ahead and get on the first train, because the 

bridge may collapse any minute.ò So, my mother, to protect me and the 

mother-in-law, she went ahead of him. 

DePue: Would it be typical that your mother would have known more details of the 

story, but not told you? 

Devine: Thatôs possible, yes. But I never asked her about that, why we were separated. 

But we found each other, down in Masan. 

DePue: Oh, you linked up with your father againéand the mistress? 

Devine: Yes. I donôt know how that happened, but we did reuniteé after a while, 

though. It wasnôt right away.  

DePue: It was weeks or months afterward? 
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Devine: Weeks and months, yeah. I need to tell you an interesting story. When we got 

there, in Masan, there was a shopping center, with these stalls set up. 

Apparently it was going to be a shopping area, with all these stalls for 

different merchants, selling different things, but they were empty at that time. 

So, we were all told to take one of these stalls.  

We put our bed sheets for privacy, and it was warmer there, because 

itôs south. I remember, during the night, my mom saying things. Oh, she 

would snore, like she never did before. She was not really sleeping, but she 

would snore, like a man. She thought there may be some bandits roaming 

around there, trying to rob these poor refugees from Seoul or something. So, 

she carried out a one-person act, during the whole night. She snored to make it 

sound like my father was in that booth. She would snore like a man, and then 

she would say, ñMaija, donôt touch that gun!ò I didnôt know where the gun 

was, but she did this all night, to keep the robbers away. This is what I mean. 

She justéHow did she think to do that? You know, sheôs just such a 

resourceful person. 

DePue: When it comes to a matter of survival. 

Devine: Yeah, yeah. 

DePue: What youôre describing, and what I can imagine, listening to you, and what I 

know, this was a society in total chaos, at the time. 

Devine: Yes, totally. 

DePue: It also sounds likeðfrom your descriptions of what was going onðthe 

Communists were pretty close to getting to occupying Seoul. 

Devine: Yes. 

DePue: So, that happened. It took about a month and a half to get to the point, from 

the time that they launched the offensive in northern Korea, it was, I think, 

early January, when they finally were knocking on the door of Seoul, itself. 

Devine: Right, yeah. By that time, we were down in the south. 

DePue: Youôve kind of given us a good sense of this anyway, but what emotions are a 

little, seven-year-old girl, going through, at the time?  

Devine: [Sighs] Yeah, just bewilderment and uneasy feeling in the stomach. But I had 

nobody to talk to who was my age. I was growing up as an only child, and I 

was only listening to adults, their worries and fears. I understood everything 

they were saying, and it was making me uneasy and fearful, what may be 

happening.  
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The walk through snow-covered ground was no fun. It was very, very 

cold. The train ride was really traumatic. You know, we didnôt have the food; 

we couldnôt find our bag, and we had no bathroom. There was no light; it was 

pitch dark in there, with people just completely filling the whole boxcar. I 

understand that now, 

later, in reading books, 

there were people who 

were sitting on top of 

these boxcars, and there 

were people hanging onto 

the outside of the closed 

doors. Many of them just 

froze to death and 

dropped off the train.  

DePue: Why Masan? Do you 

know?   

Devine: You know, I donôt know why 

Masan. We didnôt have any 

relatives there or friends there. Maybe there was a friend. I know my mother, 

one day, took me to her friendôs house. She was running a squid wholesale 

business, and her little apartment was just filled, almost to the ceiling, with 

dry squids, which is my favorite. (both laugh) I thought Iôd died and went to 

heaven. (both laugh) So, maybe thatôs why they went there, because they had 

that connection to this friend. 

DePue: Do you remember the moment when you reconnected with your father? 

Devine: Oh, Iôm sure it was just terrific, you know. It was justéI was very afraid that 

I might not see him again andð 

DePue: Prior to that time, do you know how your mom managed to keep the three of 

you fed? 

Devine: Yes. She decidedéWell, in the neighborhood, Masan was fairly quiet, 

because the battlefields were quite a ways away. The Pusan perimeter, and it 

was pushing up, so the battle frontline was moving away. 

DePue: Looking at the map, this might have always been within the Pusan perimeter. 

So, in other words, always been under United Nations and South Korean 

control, but pretty close to the line, where the North Koreans were. But I 

suspect that Pusan, itself, would have been such a hub of activity, because that 

was the port where ships were coming in. 

Devine: Yes, yes. We visited Pusan a lot, because my aunt, my cousinôs motherðthe 

child born out of wedlockðmy cousin came to live with us in Masan, too. Her 

mother, my aunt, was living in Pusan. So, during vacation, especially, my 

Maija, age eight (left) and her cousin, age five, on 

the right, 1951. 
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mom used to put me and my cousiné My cousin is three years younger than 

me. So, if I was eight; she was five. So, eight and five-year olds, she would 

put the two of us on a bus from Masan to Pusan, during vacation time.  

So, we visited my aunt. We stayed there for weeks at a time, during 

summertime, and it was a lot of fun! That was just busy, busy kind of port 

city, you know. We could see all these ships going in and out and all these 

sounds, [makes shipôs horn sound], the ships and the fish market with fish all 

jumping and tons of people shopping and lots of restaurants, cheap food.  

My aunt was a great cook, too. She worked for a wine house, very 

traditional, high-class wine house, with these kinds of rooflines and red and 

colorful lanterns, all lit up outside. 

DePue: Is this the same aunt you were talking about before? 

Devine: Yes, yes.  

DePue: So, she made the journey south, as well.  

Devine: Yes. 

DePue: Weôve been saying ñPusan.ò How did Koreans say it, at the time?  

Devine:  Pu-san, Pu-san. 

DePue: Why has it been re-spelled, now, to be B-u-s-a-n? 

Devine: I donôt know why they go through these spelling changes. I donôt know. 

DePue: Just to confuse us westerners? 

Devine: No, they made several attempts to make the Romanization consistent and easy 

to do, etc. So, they went through several systems. McCune-Reischauer 

system, was one of them. Then, another and another, so the spellings changed, 

just like in China, too. Peking, it used to be Peking, but now itôs Beijing. 

DePue: Again, what was your mother doing, though, toð 

Devine: Okay, I forgot to answer that. So, there were several things at first. She helped 

cook in the neighborhood. If somebody was having a sixtieth birthday, then 

the whole neighborhood women would go there and cook for the party, and 

she would get paid a little bit. She also knit; she was an expert knitter. So, she 

would knit sweaters and hats for neighborhood people, and they would pay 

her a little money. So, she made some pocket money.  

DePue: Is this knitting like what we would think of, with the knitting needles and all? 
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Devine: Yes, knitting needles. And she probably had some jewelry, gold rings or gold 

this and that, that she might have gotten from her parents and for her birthday 

or whatever. So, she probably sold some of those things at first.  

DePue: Was this a community primarily of refugees? 

Devine: No. The first neighborhood where we lived was a small farming village. There 

might have been some refugees, but it was not an area thatôs concentrated with 

refugees. They were kind of scattered in this village. I went to a farming-

village school, provincial school, grade school.  

So, back to my mother making a living. After she did some of that and 

sold some jewelry she might have had, she ran out of money. Then, what she 

did was, she opened a little roadside stand. We moved down to a larger 

Masan. There is an Old Masan and New Masan. New Masan was bigger and 

more industrialized. Old Masan was farming village. We moved from Old 

Masan to New Masan, where there were more commercial activities going on. 

There was a big market; there were more customers. We moved there so that 

she could open a little roadside stand. What it is, is sheôs just put a little apple 

crate, empty apple crate, and put some Marlboro cigarettes she got from black 

market and Wrigley Chewing Gum and some apples and, again, this huge 

mounds of dried squid that she got from her friend, who was selling these 

wholesale to shops. So, she opened this little roadside stand, and thatôs how 

she made just enough money to keep us alive, until we got reunited with my 

father.  

DePue: How did life change after that? 

Devine: After then, the boy was born there in Masan. 

DePue: And now youôve got a family of, letôs see, three girls, your father, a mistress, 

and the baby boy. So, six all together. 

Devine: Yeah, but during Masan days, my mother and I had a separate, little rented 

room. My grandmother, after we found my father and the mistress, she went 

to live with the father and the mistress. Okay? They had a little rented room. 

So, we had two separate rented rooms. 

DePue: Were they adjacent to each other? 

Devine: No. They were quite a ways. I donôt know if we had toéIt was walking 

distance or we had to take a bus, but we were in the same town. But we had 

two different, rented spaces. 

DePue: Was there a reason, other than just out of total necessity, that the family was 

split up? 
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Devine: Yeah, because we couldnôt find a whole house where we could live together, 

and, temporarily, we just had two different rented rooms. Then, after the war 

ended, we came back to the old house. 

DePue: Was your father, though, providing for all of you? 

Devine: Um hmm. 

DePue: What was he doing during that time? 

Devine: Just being a truck driver at that time, too. You know, Iôm just not sure if he 

was drafted, anyway. In my book, I fictionalized it. Iôm not sure if that really 

happened. I had him drafted, because, by that time, South Korean army was so 

desperate for men that they wiped out all exemptions, like him being the only 

boy in the family for third generation. All that got wiped out, and they just 

grabbed anybody they could. So, I think he was grabbed and had to be a truck 

driver for the army.  

DePue: But having that particular skill, before the war, would have been very valuable 

to the Korean Army, I would think. 

Devine: Yes, exactly. So, I think he suppliedéyou know, he ran a supply truck for the 

army. 

DePue: And if he was drafted into the army, that probably was the thing that kept him 

out of the frontlines. 

Devine: Yes, thatôs right.  

DePue: So, the family wasnôt totally destitute at time. 

Devine: No, no.  

DePue: Well, what was your life like then?  

Devine: But, you know, there were times beforeðI think this was before we were 

reunitedðmy mother was still trying to make a living for me and my cousin 

and my grandmother. She decided toé After she quit running the roadside 

stand, she went to Chinju. Chinju is also here. Chinjuð 

DePue: Here is Chongju. . .  

Devine: Chinju is just right around here. She went to Chinju market, and she sold 

fabric, I think. And this was far enough that she couldnôt just take the train 

and come home every night. And, boyéMy grandmother was not there. She 

must have gone to live with the mistress at that time, because it was just me 

and my cousin. My mother left the nine-year-old and six-year-old, or eight-

year-old and five-year-old, alone, and she went to this market to sell. And she 
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couldnôt come back home every night. She came home maybe once a week or 

maybe once every two weeks.  

So, we were home alone, me and my cousin, eight and five year old or 

nine and six year olds. We were home alone, cooking for ourselves, getting 

ourselves to school and doing homework. I describe it in the book as the best, 

happiest time of my life. This is during the Korean War. People were 

dropping dead everywhere. It is very, very traumatic time for the whole nation 

and for many citizens, especially children, because 200,000 Korean boys and 

girls became orphans, during the Korean War. But here I was, with my cousin, 

my momôs gone. Nobodyôs there telling me, ñOh, you should have been a 

boy.ò No neighbor cared about this, because they were too worried about the 

war and who was returning dead or half dead or blind or without arm and leg. 

So, they didnôt pay attention to me being just a girl. That alone was heaven.  

There was a boy who was very interested in me, you know, in the new 

neighborhood. The boyéand I had other friends too, girls and boys. We 

would play in the stream, wade in our bare feet. One day, a leech began to eat 

away between my big toe and the second toe. When I discovered it, I just 

screamed, and all the kids just ran away, too. But, not this boy. He stuck 

around, and I donôt know he did it, but he took the leech off of me without 

leaving a piece of it inside my flesh. Thatôs true love. (laugh together) 

DePue: Your hero! 

Devine: Yeah. And another time we wentð 

DePue: But you were just eight or nine years old, and youôve already got a boyfriend? 

Devine: Yes, yes. That was not too early for me. Ha! HaD! It was fun. And another 

time, we went to a neighborôs house to pick persimmons. Persimmons were 

dropping, you know, all these orange things, juicy things. The whole bunch of 

us went in there, and suddenly this boy just yanked me away. I said, ñHey, 

stop that!ò What he saw was, there was a snake, hiding under these 

persimmon leaves that fell on the ground. So, he saved me from the snake. 

DePue: What kind of a snake? Do you know? 

Devine: You know, Korea hadéin that region, there were some poisonous snakes, too. 

And thatôs true love. 

DePue: This is quite an adventure that youôre going through. 

Devine: Yes, another thing is, we used to catch grasshoppers in the rice fields that 

were harvested in the fall. He would, you know, string these on a weed stem. 

He would string a whole weed stem full of grasshoppers and present that to 

me as a gift. So, we could roast it and eat it for snack, you know. Thatôs true 

love. (laughs) 
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DePue: Iôm not sure young American girls would see it as true love, being presented a 

string of grasshoppers to eat. 

Devine: With grasshoppers, yes, yes, it was true love in Korea, at that time. Anyway, 

for that reason, it was fun. Another reason is, I was a city girl, growing up in 

Seoul, which was a wonderful town, but the parks were far away. We could 

not just walk there, just on our own. We had to wait for parents to take us 

there. There were rivers, where we could go swim, and, again, we had to wait 

for weekends, when parents could take us there.  

But in Masan, we were just smack (claps hands) in the middle of this 

nature. Streams were there. There were persimmon trees, where we could pick 

these things, all the hills we could roam. And there were vegetables we could 

dig up and make soups with, dandelion soups, for example, and sage. All 

these were just all new life to me. So, for all these reasons, it was really the 

happiest time of my life.  

Also, this cousin who came to live with me, I was no longer a lonely 

one, only child. I had a cousin to play with. She was a mischievous one. She 

knew all kinds of things that you werenôt supposed to do. Like one day, she 

said, oh, such and such gave me this. He showed me how to do this. She 

showed me how to wrap dry pumpkin leaves into newspaper and roll it up and 

lick the seam and make cigarettes, little cigarettes, with pumpkin leaves. After 

dinnerðwhich cooked by ourselves, no mother, no father, no grandmother, 

just by ourselvesðshe would say, ñLetôs smoke.ò So, we would smoke these 

(inhaling sound) little cigarettes.  

DePue: Wait a minute. Isnôt this the cousin thatôs three or four years younger than 

you? 

Devine: Yes. She was. If I was nine, she was six. And six-year-old would say, ñLetôs 

smoke.ò 

DePue: A six-year-old is teaching you how to smoke? 

Devine: Yes, yes. For all these reasons, oh man, that was a very happy life. I do have a 

short story, a memoir piece, essay, I got published in Michigan Quarterly 

Review that deals with this story, why Korean War was the happiest time of 

my life. 

DePue: Well, everything that youôve described so far, most people would say, ñBoy, 

sheôs just living on the edge of calamity here.ò 

Devine: (laughing) We were home-alones, you know, as eight, nine-year-olds, and yet, 

I found that life just totally charming. The nature, open nature, was wonderful. 

We were home-alones, but we lived in a kind of walled complex, where there 

was a landlord family, and there was another family who were renters. So, 
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these were adults around us. If anything happened to us, you know, they 

would have helped. 

DePue: So, the adults kind of looked out after everybody. 

Devine: Yes, right.  

DePue: You did mention that you were going to school at this time? 

Devine: Yes, yes. We led a pretty normal life. I was third grade, and she was 

kindergarten, going on to first grade. 

DePue: But I thought you had to pay to go to school. 

Devine: This school, I donôt know. If there was some money to be paid, it was pretty 

low kind of tuition, and my mother, being completely education nut, she 

would have done everything to pay, whatever it was. I donôt think it was that 

high, because it was a country school. It might have been even free. 

DePue: What were you learning in the school? 

Devine: All subjects, Korean language, history, math, social science, art, the wholeð 

DePue: Learned how to write? 

Devine: How to write. 

DePue: Did either Japanese or Chineseéwas that part of ð 

Devine: Japanese gone; Japanese gone. After 1945, we were freed. We were liberated. 

DePue: Is that to say that the last language you would want to learn would be 

Japanese? 

Devine: Right, right. Yeah.   

DePue:  How about Chinese? 

Devine: Chinese we learned, yes, yes.  

DePue: Chinese characters, as well? 

Devine: Yes, Chinese characters, yes, all throughout grade school and middle school 

and high school. So, I know Chinese. 

DePue: Were you paying attention at allðagain youôre awfully young, youôre having 

the adventure of your lifeðwere you paying attention at all to what was going 

on in the war? 
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Devine: You mean the political things, the casualty figures and all those things. 

DePue: Yeah. 

Devine: We would hear, on the radio, the announcers talking about, oh, how Seoul was 

retaken, and so many people came out to the streets and waved their flags and 

welcomed the U.N. troops, coming in, and all those things. We would hear 

that on radios. We didnôt have a radio; we were poor. But, there were shops 

where radios were sold, and they would have the radio turned up, or our 

neighbors would have a little radio, that kind of thing. So, we heard about the 

war all the time. Also, there were songs we sang, at that time, thatôs patriotic 

songs and anti-communist songs. 

DePue: So, you grew up kind of absorbing all this anti-communistð 

Devine: Oh yes, definitely. Also, when we went to movies, the previews were all anti-

communist previews. They were documentaries, showing North Korean bad 

guys doing this and that. Also, there were previews, showing you what a 

communist spy would look like, would behave like. You know, somebody 

who looks very scary or who were wearing strange-looking shoes not seen in 

South Korea, who didnôt know how much bus fare was, who spoke with North 

Korean accents. All theseð 

DePue: Was there an accent difference that you personally could tell? 

Devine: Oh, definitely. North Koreans had very strong accent, anybody could tell, 

immediately, once they opened their mouth. So, there were Koreans, South 

Koreans, living in the north before the war broke out. We were just one 

country, north and south. There was no distinction. So, when the war broke 

out and the thirty-eighth paralleléWell, when the war broke outð 

DePue: At the end of World War II, in 1945, part of the Potsdam Accord, I think, was 

the drawing of the line of the thirty-eighth parallelé 

Devine: Yes, exactly. 

DePue:  éand the agreement was that the Soviets can occupy the northern part, the 

United States, the south. 

Devine: Yes, there was that line. But, travel back and forth was possible, until Korean 

War broke out, okay? So, there were lots of people living in the north. They 

came down to the south and opened businesses and things, so we were very 

familiar with people speaking North Korean accent. Before the war, there was 

no problem. We were not told to hold anything against them or report such 

people to police. But during the Korean War, we were told to report those 

people, speaking with North Korean accents.  

DePue: Is there any doubt in your mind that those were the bad guys? 
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Devine: Oh yeah, they were definitely bad guys. And we should report them to the 

police and stay away from them. 

Depue: I have to believe, though, a lot of those North Koreans were counting their 

blessings that they were in the south and not in Communist North Korea. 

Devine: Yes, and so, in the book, too, I go into this a lot. I show them people who 

came down to the south before the Korean War broke out, they became very 

sensitive, as the war wore on, about them coming from the north and people, 

South Koreans, suspecting that they were communists. So, they were very, 

very concerned about somebody snitching on them and turning them in to 

police. So, they tried to hide their accent. They tried to speak loudly against 

North Koreans, to distinguish them. Even though they speak with North 

Korean accent, theyôre South Koreans now, and they are anti-communist. 

They made that very, very clear, in their everyday relationship with South 

Koreans. 

DePue: Did you see any South Korean soldiers during those years? 

Devine: Oh yeah, yeah, very often. Very often.  

DePue: How about the Americans or other U.N. forces? 

Devine: Ah, Americans, yes. In Masan, my mother and I walked a distance to go and 

draw water from a well. And one day, we were coming back with my mom, 

with the water buckets filled with water. We were coming down a hill, toward 

a train track, and there was a train stopped. It was just filled with Americans 

and U.N. soldiersðboth white and blackðjust completely filled. And there 

were hundreds of children, just climbing, trying to climb up to the window to 

beg for chocolates and gum. They were going, ñOh, G.I., G.I., give me 

chocolate; give me chocolate, give me, give me!ò And the G.I.s were kind of 

smiling and laughing. Some were giving them some gum and chocolate.  

My mother and I kind of stood back. We had to cross the track, and, 

since the train was there, we couldnôt go any further. We just kind of stood 

back, maybe about twenty feet away. We just watched. I didnôt join those 

children and try to beg. We just stood there and watched.  

I could see [that] a soldier took his hat off, and he was passing that 

around. Soldiers were putting some things in it. Then, he came to the steps, 

and he seemed to be motioning to me. He went like that. And, of course, thatôs 

the gesture that we didnôt understand, you know, to ñcome hereò [in Korea] 

would be this way. 

DePue: Would beð 

Devine: Koreans would go this way. 
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DePue: That would look like good-bye to us. 

Devine: Yeah. (laughs) Koreans would have made this kind of gesture to make me to 

come to him, but he was going this way. 

DePue: With his hand upside down, bringing his fingers closer. 

Devine: Yeah, I didnôt understand what that meant, and my mother didnôt know it 

either. So, we just stood there and watched the whole show. (both laugh) 

Finally, he just came down those stairs, the steps, and walked to me. I was 

wearing a sweater, and two pockets were there. He just poured all these 

candies from his hat, into my pockets. Hereôs hundreds of other kids, going, 

ñGive me, give me chocolate and gum,ò and ñG.I., hello, hello.ò And he just 

passed them all and came and put these things in my pocket. It was the 

weirdest thing, why he would do that, but I was happy. Thatôs the first time I 

tasted American chocolates. And, you know, I was very careful not to eat even 

a whole one, not even a half a one, because I wanted it to last me a long, long 

time. So, I ate just only a tiny little bit to taste it. I asked my mom, ñWhy do 

you think heéò  

After that, the soldiers, some of them, stuck out their water bottle to 

my mom. So, she poured water into there, filled their water bottles with the 

water from her bucket, and some of them gave my mom some cigarettes. So, 

there was a nice exchange there.  

Later, I asked my mom, ñWhy did the soldier give me all these 

candies?ò She thoughtðwell, because my mom was a knitter, and she had 

knit me this very beautiful sweater of red and green, and thatôs a Christmas 

color to Americans. She thought, maybe, the soldieréThe way I was dressed, 

maybe, reminded him of his daughter he left at home. Maybe I reminded him 

of, maybe, his baby sister or something, and he wanted toéBesides, I was not 

begging, so he just wanted to give it to me. So, thatôs when I decided, ñIôm 

going to America, where all these candies came from. (both laugh) I know 

where these came from. Iôm going there.ò  

DePue: Because the candies were made in America or because you liked the G.I.ôs? 

Devine: I liked the G.I.ôs, too. Yeah, they were friendly. They looked friendly. They 

were smiling and waving and giving things to kids, and it was a very fun day. 

DePue: Did you like the chocolate? 

Devine: Oh, man. It was really, really, really delicious.  

DePue: The movies, you were going to, were they made in Korea? 

Devine: Yes, yes. 
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DePue: Were these, otherwise, the typical plot lines for movies that you might expect? 

Devine: Yes. A lot of them are, you know, family dramas, love stories, sappy, 

sentimental. 

DePue: It kind of surprises me that Korea would have had any kind of a movie 

industry at that time. 

Devine: Yes, they did. 

DePue: What other stories do you have, to tell about the time during the war? Youôve 

woven such an amazing picture of all your experiences, and not what I 

expected at alléwhat I would expect to hear, I should say.  

Devine: Yeah, itôs kind of an unusual kind of war story, because, like I mentioned, 

200,000 kids lost their parents and became orphans. And many of them were 

taken to orphanages, because no Korean family would take them in. You 

know, Koreansô attitude toward orphans was very negative. They would not 

pick up just orphans, whose blood line they didnôt know, and raise them. Not 

very many people did that. 

DePue: Is this another aspect of Confucianð.  

Devine: Yes, the blood line, their obsession with blood line having to be legit, and has 

to be a male blood line. Without knowing whether, in the blood line of that 

person, whether [phone rings] there was leprosyð [interruption of a phone 

call] Excuse me. 

DePue: We got interrupted by modern technology, which she didnôt have at that time. 

I suspect nobody had telephones. 

Devine: No. 

DePue: I did want to say that Iôve interviewed a lot of Korean War veterans, and, in 

many cases, thereôs a special connection that these guys had with the orphans, 

because many of the units and many of the individuals would kind of adopt an 

orphanage that was close by. 

Devine: Yes.  

DePue: Go ahead. 

Devine: I know thatôséYes, the U.N. and American soldiers, many of them adopted 

Korean orphans. Some of them, I think, set up some orphanages, especially 

with the help of some churches, Christian churches. So, when all these 

children were having such traumatic life, during the Korean War, I had the 

happiest life. (laughs) 
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DePue: Do you remember when the war ended? That would have been July 27th, 

1953. You would be ten years old. 

Devine: Right. I really donôt remember how we got back. I think we just, probably, 

took a bus and just came back to our old neighborhood. Our old neighborhood 

was not destroyed. Our neighbors all came back too. So, it was pretty much 

back to the normal life that we had before the war. 

DePue: I think this is probably the logical place for us to stop today. Then, the next 

session, we can pick up with what life was like in Seoul and your growing up 

and the school experiences you had for the next ten or fifteen years after that.  

Devine: Okay. 

DePue: I wanted to ask just one more question. About March or April of 1953, one of 

the things that had caused the war to bog down for as long as it did was the 

negotiations between the United Nations and the Chinese and North Koreans 

about what to do with the communist prisoners. 

Devine: Right. 

DePue: There were tens of thousands of Chinese, and especially North Korean 

prisoners, who did not want to go back. 

Devine: Right. 

DePue: So, that dragged the whole process on. I think, about March or April, 

Syngman Rhee just directed that they knew who the people who wanted to 

stay in the south were, and they felt pretty confident. They just swung the 

doors of the prison camps opené 

Devine: Yes.  

DePue: éand these prisoners just poured out, into the countryside. Do you remember 

that occurring? 

Devine:  No. 

DePue: Or getting messages about, ñbe a little bit more careful because thereôséò 

Devine: No. I donôt have any memory of that particular, historical event. I only, later 

on, learned about that. I know that their negotiations just dragged on. And Iôm 

just kind of happy and proud of the fact that so many of the prisoners didnôt 

want to go back to North Korea or even China, because Chinese were turning 

communists. Many of the soldiers that came to fight in Korea were 

Nationalists Chinese. They didnôt want to end up in communist part. So, I was 

very happy to hear that, you know, theseéthey didnôt want to go back, and 

they were given the chance to be absorbed by the South.  
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DePue: Tomorrow weôre going to talk about your life in the next fifteen or twenty 

years. Part of that story is going to include being in the United States in the 

midst of the Vietnam War and all of the turmoil thatôs related to that. This is 

just kind of setting up a question for you to end todayôs session. How did you 

and the Korean people feel about the U.N. and the American soldiers, who 

had fought in your war in the 1950s? 

Devine: As far as I know, the majority of South Koreans were totally, 100% behind 

U.N. and U.S. involvement in the war. Without their intervention in the 

Korean War, they feel they would have been just wiped out, totally. So, they 

see U.N. and American soldiers as their saviors. They saved their lives, and 

they saved their country, even if itôs only half a country.  

DePue: I think thatôs a pretty good way to end today. Thank you very much. 

Devine: Oh, youôre welcome.  

(End of interview session #1   #2 continues) 
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DePue: Today is Friday, August 30, 2013. Today Iôm having my second session with 

Maija Rhee Devine. We had a fascinating discussion yesterday about growing 

up. Weôre back in the Presidential Library again. Iôm sitting across the table 

from you and canôt help but notice the pin. I think you mentioned yesterday 

about Harry S. Truman, who weôll get to a little bit later, I think today. I did 

want to kind of do some housecleaning and ask you a couple questions, based 

on our conversation since we ended yesterday. I heard you mention, at one 

time, there wereðand maybe this is a reflection of Confucian culture or the 

society you grew up inðthere were seven sins that a woman could possibly 

commit, that she should avoid. 

Devine: Yes, right.  

DePue: Tell us a little more about what those seven sins might be and what that was 

actually about.  

Devine: They were called Chil go ge ach. Chilégoégeéach. Chil means the seven, 

seven. Ge ach, the final ach means sins, bad things. Seven bad things a 

woman could be abandoned from her husbandôs household for, forever. One 

of them is, of course, not bearing a male child or any child, not being able to 

bear children. Two, stealing. I know stealing is included there. Three, having 

gossiping habit, gossiping behind peoplesô backs, spreading bad rumors, that 

kind of thing. Fourth, having some kind of incurable diseaseðlike at that 

time, leprosy was considered incurable diseaseðleprosy, sexually transmitted 

diseases and, oh, TB, tuberculosis, those. Andð 

DePue: So, instead of having sympathy, because you have an incurable disease, 

youôre an outcast. 
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Devine: Right. Outcast, yes. Also, some kind of inherited traits, like mental illness was 

considered, maybe, inherited trait. I think thatôs six I mentioned. Seventh, I 

have toéOh, I know, lasciviousness, you know, being sexually loose. That 

was one of them, too. So, for any of these seven sins, a woman could be 

abandoned. 

DePue: What were the counterparts for the men?  

Devine: There were none. Men could do no wrong. (laughs) 

DePue: Okay, thatôs what I thought you would say. The other thing I wanted to ask 

you about: I donôt know that we spent enough time talking about how your 

mother dealt with the scenario, the situation, of having this mistress come into 

the household. What was her reaction to that?  

Devine: She was totally brokenhearted about it, because she was very deeply in love 

with my father. And, apparently, my father felt the same way. These couples 

are very rare, because, after all, marriages were arranged. Grooms and brides 

married sight unseen. In very exceptional cases, the groom might have seen 

the bride, maybe, a week before, which was my fatherôs case. He did see her a 

week or two before they got married, and he liked what he saw. So, my father 

also was pretty brokenhearted about taking a mistress, which is very unusual 

at that time. Men, usually, when they have to get mistress or mistresses, they 

were happy about it. ñHey, good deal.ò 

DePue: In the book, you present the scenario that your mother, the mother figure in 

the book, got desperately ill. She had a very strong physical reaction about it? 

Devine: Yes, yes.  

DePue: Was that the case in your family? 

Devine: Yes, it was the case. Actually, the day the mistress came into the house to live 

with them, my father could not really bear the idea of leaving his wife in one 

room, go to a room next to itðthree feet awayðwith only rice-paper doors 

between them and sleeping with another woman. So, at the last minute, before 

he walked into that room, he got this bright idea. He said, ñLetôs the three of 

us sleep together.ò So, what happened is, he and the mistress and my mother 

all went into my motherôs and fatherôs room, and they all slept in the same 

house. I slept with my grandma, across the hallway.  

But, you know, this doesnôt mean they were engaged in three-way sex 

or something, as many American readers ask me about, ñWell, did they all 

have three-way sex or something?ò No, it wasnôt that. It was that my father 

just could not leave my mother alone, and it was a veryé They were all 

dressed in their daytime clothes, and they were lying down in the dark. This is 

when my mother passed out from the trauma of the day: cooking all day to 

welcome this woman into the house, and her husband saying this very, very 
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untraditional thing, suggesting this untraditional idea of the three of them 

sleeping together. She had never heard any man suggesting that, and the 

mistress never heard that either. It was a very unusual proposition that my 

father made. And, during that night, from the strain of the evening, my mother 

passed out. What I remember is, in the middle of the night, all of a sudden, the 

lights all went on, and my grandmother rushed to my parentsô room. My 

mother was stretched out like a piece of log.  

My father told the mistress, ñGo fetch a bucket of water, cold water.ò 

So, she brought that and heéIn Korea this was the custom, when you wanted 

to spray water on clothes you are ironing or whatever, you put some water 

into your mouth, and you sprayed it out. Thatôs what my father did. He put 

water into his mouth and sprayed that water, cold water, onto my motherôs 

face, to revive her. He also slapped her cheeks to help revive her. All this went 

on that night.  

She didnôt die. She just became bedridden, from that moment on. For 

how long? In my five-year-old childôs mind, it seemed like it was months she 

stayed in that state, but it could have been only one month. It could have been 

two weeks. Itôs not clear how long she stayed bedridden, but she did stay. 

DePue: But long enough that Iôm sure people thought, weôve got to get her some 

liquid. She needs to have some food. 

Devine: Yes and Chinese medicine doctor was called in. He prescribed this Chinese 

medicine to be brewed in the room on a little portable stove. There was a clay 

jar, typically used for boiling Chinese medicine, and it was boiled in her room. 

So, the smell just went all over the whole house and especially that room. 

Neighbor women came to visit her, and they helped her sit up and spoon-fed 

this medicine, because my mother couldnôt even sit up by herself.  

DePue: Did you know aboutðyouôre only six or seven at the timeð 

Devine: Right. 

DePue: ðdid you know what had caused her to become unconscious? 

Devine: No, no.  

DePue: You didnôt find that out until afterwards?é  

Devine: Right, only later. 

DePue: éabout the three-way arrangement? 

Devine:  Yes, yes. I didnôt even know that the three of them slept together, in the room. 

Actually, it came from my cousin. My cousin heard that through other 

relatives, older relatives. 
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DePue: Is this the younger cousin you were spending so much time with?  

Devine: Yes, my younger cousin. She was the source of (laughs) this story. 

DePue: But not gossip. 

Devine: Not gossip, no.  

DePue: Well, the story you have continues to be amazing and a remarkable one, in so 

different ways. In that respect, it sounds like itôs even differentðfrom what 

the traditional Korean culture would sayðwhich should be happening. 

Devine: Yes, it deviated a little bit, because of my motherôs and fatherôs love for each 

other was a little exceptional. 

DePue: Did your mom, having some serious issues with her health? Iôm sure the six 

year old, youôre thinking that she might be dying. Did that only deepen the 

sense of guilt that you were having? 

Devine: Oh, of course. Yes, yes. I was scared to death of losing her, didnôt know what 

was going to happen. Neighbor women were saying that was because of my 

not being a boy. It was very, very difficult.  

DePue: Thatôs what they were telling you, when all of this is going on? 

Devine: Yes, yes, every day. They came to see my mom every day. One or two 

different ladies came and helped her sit up and take porridge or medicine. 

Invariably, one of them would say, ñOh, this happened because Maija is not a 

boy.ò 

DePue: That makes me think that these strong traditions you were being raised in 

werenôt just something that was being perpetuated by what the men were 

teaching, but these were things, like in most cultures, itôs the women who 

were passing on the culture. 

Devine: Yes, exactly. That is an excellent point. Women also bought into the system. 

And motherôs-in-law, they received the same kind of cultural conditioning, 

and they imposed these rules on their daughters-in-law. Instead of trying to 

make the daughters-in-lawôs lives a little better and easier by being more 

understanding toward abused womenôs plight, they exacerbated that situation 

by being even more stronger, stringent enforcers of the male, value-based 

principles. So, yes, you make an excellent observation.  

DePue: Letôs get back to where we were in the timeline from yesterday. We were at 

the end of the war, and you come back to Seoul. Do you remember going back 

to Seoul, coming back to that life?  
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Devine: Not the process of returning. I donôt know whether we took the bus or train 

again. That part, I do not remember. But, I do remember just being back in the 

old house, same neighborhood, and old neighbors returned too. So, there was 

one family, especially, we were very, very close to, and they all came back. 

Our life just continued. 

DePue: Did you father return to the same job he had before? 

Devine: Yes, yes. 

DePue: How about your mother? She had been forced to do some things she wasnôt 

doing before the war. Did she return to the role of being the dutiful 

housewife? 

Devine: Yes, she did. She was happy to go back to that old role, rather than being 

outside and making money. 

DePue: Thereôs at least one change, though. You had at least one brother. Were there 

more at that time?  

Devine: No. Just one brother, and he lived with us in the same house, of course. 

DePue: How would you describe Seoulðthe condition of the city of Seoulðat the 

time? 

Devine: Yes. I saw a lot of buildings, office buildings, knocked down. There were just 

walls; only some walls were left. Some schools were gone. So, mainly there 

were tons of buildings around our neighborhood, just gone.  

If I may quote Richard Underwood. The Underwood family were 

Methodist missionaries to Korea, and the first Underwood, Horace 

Underwoodðthey all have same names, Horace H., Horace J., Horace this 

and Horace that (laughs)ðso I donôt know exactly whether it was Horace G. 

or Horace H, but he came as a missionary and founded Yonsei University. 

Dick [Richard Underwood] is like third-generation Underwood or so, and 

Dick mentioned, in one of these books about Korean Waré Dick was, in fact, 

one of the interpreters, during the Panmunjom armistice agreement process. 

His older brother, Horace Underwood, also Dick Underwood, they were 

interpreters, and Dick Underwood said, in one of the Korean War books, that 

when he returned to Seoul after the armistice agreement was signed, he was 

standing on top of a jeep by South Gate. Okay, Namdaemun, South Gate, and 

he was looking toward East Gate. So, thereôs South Gate and East Gate, and 

there were hundreds and hundreds of tall buildings, office buildings and 

schools. He said he could see, from South Gate, look at the East Gate. There 

was nothing between. So, he could see the East Gate from South Gate, 

standing on top of this jeep he was driving. Thatôs how the devastation was. 

DePue: And largely because Seoul changed hands, I think, four times, during the war. 
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Devine: Yes. Several times, several times. 

DePue: In pretty brutal combat, I think, most all of those times. 

Devine: Right. 

DePue: How about your neighborhood? I mean, the classic image that I have of that 

timeframe are these one-story houses that are, in American terms, very 

primitive. You talked about the rice-paper walls in the first place. 

Devine: Right, right. 

DePue: I know, during the World War II, the Japanese version of those kinds of 

neighborhoods went up like tinderboxes. 

Devine: Yes, yes. There were many, many neighborhoods that just, just, yes, just like 

tinderboxes, they just disappeared. But, I donôt know, miraculously, our old 

neighborhood of some pocketsé There were pockets in Seoul that just 

survived, and ours was one of them.  

DePue: How would you describe the relationship that you had with the mistress? 

Devine: We really lucked out, in the sense that she was also a very kind person. Her 

heart was set in the right way, and she was a follower of Confucian teachings 

for women, how to behave.  

The Confucian teaching for women is that they be submissive to in-

laws, kind to all in-law family members and neighbors. So, she was a good 

woman, and so, my relationship became quite positive, especially during the 

time my mother was bedridden and couldnôt take care of me and couldnôt take 

me to my kindergarten or first grade, braid my hair and put clean clothes on 

me and feeding me. The little mommy, the mistressðI called her Little 

MommyðLittle Mommy did all those things for me. She sometimes even 

took me to her parentsô house, where I had a good time. They had beautiful 

flower garden, with moss roses and flowers that my mother didnôt grow. I saw 

them there, and so it became a very positive relationship.  

DePue: It sounds like you also got a chance to continue your love of nature. 

Devine: Yes, yes. And the children, born to her and my father, I have very positive 

relationships with them, too.  

Butðthis is importantðin one of the chapters of my novel, The 

Voices of Heaven, I talk about when the oldest boy reached a marriageable 

age. He had terrible time marrying the woman he fell in love with, because, 

even though Korean society, the Confucian values, insisted that men take 

mistresses to produce male children, once male and female children were 

born, they were discriminated against as second-class citizens. Upstanding 
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families refused to give their daughters to sons born to mistresses. So, this 

brother, my brother, fell in love with a woman, but her family refused to 

approve that marriage. So, he became hopelessly depressed, because of the 

societyôs discrimination against him and his brothers and sister, just on the 

basis of the fact that they born to, not the first wife, but the secondary wife or 

mistress.  

By the way, the mistressôs name never went onto my fatherôs family 

registry, either. Now, all five children were registered under my fatherôs name 

and my motherôs name, as the mother of all these six children, including me. 

Anyway, the brideôs family refused to allow him to marry her. What saved 

that marriage was my mother. My mother, as the first wife of this man, her 

husband, stepped in there and asked to meet with the family, parents, of the 

bride-to-be, the prospective bride. What my mother did is very extraordinary.  

This is why I wrote the book, because this is the kind of person she 

was. She didnôt have to do a thing. She didnôt have to raise a finger to help the 

child by the mistress at all. But she stepped in and met with the brideôs 

parents, and said, ñWhen the mistress came into our house, my house and my 

husbandôs house, to become my husbandôs mistress, she came as a virgin.ò 

She vouchsafed her virginity when she came.  

The brideôs family was astounded. They were just in awe of this 

woman, who would do this kind of thing for the sake of the mistress and 

mistressôs child. Whether that was true or not, whether she was really a virgin 

or not, there was no medical exam record or anything. But, just the fact that 

my mother was willing to step into the situation and save the mistressôs 

childôs marriage, impressed this brideôs family so much, they said, ñOkay. If 

the child, the boy, grew up with this kind of mother, as the Big Mother, in 

addition to his own birth mother, this child must be okay. This child has 

integrity. He is an honorable person.ò This is the kind of thing my mother did, 

[tearfully] and this is the story that I wanted to tell in my book. 

DePue: It must have meant the world to your brother, as well. 

Devine: Right, right.  

DePue: Whatôs the Korean way of saying, ñlittle motherò and ñbig motherò? 

Devine: Kun oma. Kun means large, big. Oma is mommy. My mom became kun oma 

to the children born to the little mommy. And Little Mommy, I called her 

ñChagun Oma.ò Chagun means little. So, the translation is ñlittle mommy.ò 

DePue: How did the two women address each other? 

Devine: Oh, my Little Mommy called my mom Hyung-Nim, which means ñelder 

sister.ò My mom called her, generally, Yobo Gae. Yobo gae just is. Itôs like, 

ñlook here.ò Literal translation is ñlook here,ò but, itôs just a way of 
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addressing a person who is younger than you, so I donôt know how to translate 

it. Itôs like calling her ñYounger Sister.ò  

DePue: What did the sweethearts call each other? I thought yobo was a word that 

would be used by sweethearts. 

Devine: Right. So, she didnôt call her yobo. She called her yobo gae. Yobo gae means 

look here. The literal translation is ñlook here,ò but it roughly translates to 

ñyounger sister.ò 

DePue: So, a term of endearment?  

Devine: Yes, familial-relationship word. I donôt think I would go as far as to say itôs a 

term of endearment, but itôs a term of familial relationship word, like sister or 

brother, aunt and uncle. 

DePue: The next relationship Iôm curious about is between the mistress and your 

grandmother.  

Devine: Hmm. That was good. My grandmother was eternally grateful to the mistress 

for producing male children for her son. So, that was very positive, but my 

grandmotherôs relationship with my mother was the main, the most 

affectionate, close relationship. My mother really took good care of her 

mother-in-law. Her mother-in-law had some physical problems, I knowðthis 

is in the bookðI know she had hemorrhoid problem and that was not treated 

properly, so she had this hemorrhoid dropping out of her whenever she went 

to the bathroom. It was my mother, she would get a clean, wet rag and gently 

push that hemorrhoid back inside her and wiped her and helped her lie down, 

this kind of thing. This kind of careðthat my mother provided to her mother-

in-lawðjust caused a bonding thatôs exceptional, between mother-in-law and 

daughter-in-law. This is another thing that I feel very strongly about, to 

describe my mother, what kind of person she was. 

DePue: And the last relationship I wanted to ask you about was between you and these 

younger brothers, who were quite a bit younger than you. 

Devine: Yes. The oldest of the four boys and one girl was at least ten-year difference. 

Actually, the oldest was a girl. In my book, I fictionalized it, and I said the 

boy was born as the first child. But, in real life, it was a girl and then four 

boys. The relationship is very cordial. They were all taught, from day one, to 

respect the Big Mommy and me, as their older sister. As far as they were 

concerned, they were supposed to treat me as good as a real, blood sister. So, 

weôve had good relationship.  

But, in recent years, the girl, the eldest one, the girl and three youngest 

boys, began to feel thatéI think this is what happened, they just didnôt like to 

be branded for life as the children of a mistress. And my presence reminded 
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them that they were children of a mistress.1 So, to them, I became a symbol of 

their own discriminated status in the society. So, the younger ones began to 

distance themselves. 

DePue: When you say you reminded them, you would tell them, or was it just your 

physical presence?  

Devine: No, my physical presence. Whenever I went to Korea, I would call them and 

say, ñHey, come to dinner with me. Letôs all have dinner together.ò I cooked  

spaghetti. I threw a spaghetti party one year, and they all came, with their 

wives and children. So, at first, they were curious enough about my life in 

United States, and it was a novelty, this person coming in, throwing a 

spaghetti party and everything. But gradually, in subsequent years, when I 

tried to organize dinners like that, the younger ones didnôt come. I am just 

guessing that they just didnôt feel the need to keep up with this relationship 

that reminded them of their inferior status. 

DePue: Did you feel less guilty or better about yourself, when the mistress had a son? 

Devine: No. No, it justðno. The damage was done, the emotional damage, at the age 

of five, being told that my mother might die, because I was not a boy. That 

emotional damage was just forever. It was just done. There was just nothing 

much that could happen to alleviate that. 

DePue: Did you have any hints, at the time, that you had been adopted? 

Devine: No. As I might have mentioned yesterday, there were some neighborhood kids 

who tried to tell me, butð 

DePue: I think you talked about the forehead. 

Devine: Yeah. My mother always pointed out all these physical features of myself that 

were similar to my father and her and Grandmother to just demystify the 

whole rumor forever. And I believed her. I believed, yeah, that thereôs no way 

I was adopted. Plus, another thing that convinced me that I was not adopted is 

my motherôs devotion to meðher complete, unconditional love. I just didnôt 

believe that any adoptive mother could do such a thing. 

DePue: Was the ultimate example of that her insistence that you were going to get an 

education?   

Devine: Yes, and she did things like, for example, when I was going to school, 

elementary school, first grade, in wintertime, she would put my shoes on the 

warm hearth, while I was eating breakfast. When I was ready to go to school, 

she would put the warmed shoes on my feet, so that from between the house 

                                                
1 Intervieweeôs later note: ñI did not verbally tell them to remember their second class status!ò 
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and the school, my feet would be warm. My friends called me ñhot shoes 

princessò (both laugh).  

I was always a sleepyhead in the morning, and I just didnôt want to 

wake up in time for school. So, what she did was, when she could physically 

carry me on her back, piggy-backed me, she would put me on her back, early 

in the morning, early enough for me to get the breakfast in and go to school. 

She would piggy-back me and run around the neighborhood a few blocks, to 

wake me up. This is her way of waking me up in the morning. Now, how 

many adoptive mothers would do that for an adopted child? This kind of thing 

just totally settled for me, forever, that this was my mom. This is my blood 

mom. So, there were rumors here and there, but hey, I donôt know why that is, 

buté 

DePue: What would your mother tell youðwhen Iôm sure you went to her to get 

consoled about the teasing and harassment you were gettingðabout being a 

girl instead of a boy. What was she telling you?  

Devine: Yeah. Like I said, you know, she would point out all these physical features of 

myself that were proof that I was her birth child. Also, thereôs another thing. 

She had this conception dream. Women, before they get pregnantðthis is a 

folk belief, againðthey are supposed to have a conception dream, a 

significant dream that would show she would expect a child. It would 

sometimes even tell whether the child was going to be a boy or girl. She told 

me her conception dream over and over and over again, how this huge peony 

came down from heaven and dropped into her lap. That was her conception 

dream, and she would tell me that, over and over, to instill in me how I was 

her birth child. 

DePue:  The peony would be emblematic of what? 

Devine: Peony is usually a girl. If it was going to be a boy that was conceived, itôs 

usually tiger or dragon. But, a flower would mean she was going to have a girl 

child. 

DePue: Well, Iôve heard you say that she also wasðmaybe this is something I got 

from the bookðbut, you were supposed to be ten times better than a boy. 

Devine: Right, right. 

DePue: Was that something she was telling you? 

Devine: Yes, yes. Once she recovered enough to sit up and eat her own food and drink 

her own Chinese medicine, without somebody spoon feeding her, then, 

whenever a neighbor said, ñOh, this would not have happened if Maija was a 

boy,ò she said, she went to many fortune tellers, and fortune tellers all said 

that girl would grow up to be ten times better than a boy, which gave me the 

hope that, hey, there must be something I can do. I have to figure out how to 
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become ten times better than a boy, then it will make my mother happy. It will 

redeem me from this guilt of having caused my parents so much tragedy. 

DePue: I would think that that statement alone would beé Obviously, your mother 

internalized that. She wasnôt just saying that. 

Devine: No. 

DePue: She was determined to get you that way, and you were determined to help 

become that. 

Devine: Yes, yes. 

DePue: And thatôs why getting an education was so important? 

Devine: Yes, exactly. In addition to the fact that in Confucian tradition, overall 

education is very important, especially for men. But, in this case, my mother 

had only me, so education for me was number one priority for her.  

DePue: Were there public schools, paid for by public taxes, at the time? 

Devine: Yes.  

DePue: So, you were going to school. Your parents didnôt have to pay for you to go to 

school? 

Devine: I think elementary schools were mostly free, public schools. I think there were 

private elementary schools, too, where there was tuition. I know, when I went 

to middle school and high school, it was a Presbyterian school, and there was 

tuition that my mom had to come up with. 

DePue: Why were they wanting you to go to the Presbyterian school? They werenôt 

Christian themselves, were they? 

Devine: No, they were not. The reason is because I wanted to go to the Kyunggi. 

Kyunggi is number one middle and high school in Korea, even now, Kyunggi, 

and Kyunggi is what I was going for. I studied for it, and I even had a tutor. 

My classroom teacher offered tutoring service in the evening, and my parents 

paid for my tutoring sessions to get extra tutoring, so that I could pass this 

entrance exam to Kyunggi, number one school in the country. But I failed it.  

So then, my mother said, my parents said, ñYou know, if you want, we 

can bribe somebody in the school and get you in. Would you like us to do 

that?ò They asked me, and I was too proud to accept an acceptance into a 

school by way of offering a bribe. I said, ñNo, donôt do that.ò 

So, the educational system, at that time, for middle school, high school 

and college, was strictly classified. So, first-class university, first-class high 
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school, middle school. Then, thereôs second-class college, middle school and 

high school. And then third class. It went on like that. So, I had no choice but 

to go to one of the schools classified as second-class category. At the top of 

that listðeven among those schools, there were better schools and a lot not so 

goodð and at the top of the schools, among the schools in the second 

category, was Jungshin, J-u-n-g-s-h-i-n Middle School and High School. And 

that happened to be a Presbyterian school. So, thatôs why I ended up going 

there, even though my parents were Buddhist, and they believed in folk 

beliefs, and my mother had a shaman aunt. 

DePue: Once you got to school, was part of the education learning about Christianity? 

Devine: Oh, yes, definitely. This was a Presbyterian school, determined to convert as 

many students as possible to Christianity. So, every single day started out with 

a kind of athletic assembly out in the yard. Everybody had certain amount of 

aerobics movements we were supposed to do. We did. Then, from there, we 

went into the chapel. In the chapel a school minister would give a sermon, and 

we sang Christian songs. Then, we went to classrooms.  

In addition to that, we had Bible classes at least once a week. Maybe it 

was twice a week. The school minister taught us Old Testament and New 

Testament stories, and I loved that. I loved the Old Testament stories. They 

are just wonderful stories.  

But, what I didnôt like, is the hard-core, hard-sell conversion efforts by 

the minister, to convert all of us. So, in the Bible class he would have students 

who didnôt go to church the previous Sunday; we had to stand up and be 

ridiculed in class. So, I hated that. I hated that kind of hard sell. They tried 

everything, for six years, to convert me. There were lots of students who 

justé Another thing is, they had revivals, once in the spring and once in the 

fall.  

Revivals lasted, like, three days, and it was an intensive conversion 

effort period. They invited famous ministers from outside, and the minister 

would just give passionate speeches every day for three days. And, at the end, 

he would have all the girls who wanted to convert to come up to the podium 

and accept Jesus Christ. Lots of girls cried, and they became very emotional, 

and accepted Jesus Christ. I didnôt; I never did.  

DePue: This sounds like a girlsô school, strictly a girlsô school. 

Devine: Yes, it was a girlsô school. 

DePue: Were these teachers and preachers you were encountering, were they 

Koreans? 

Devine: Yes, we had no non-Korean teachers at that time. 
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DePue: So, even in those years, the Presbyterian Church in Korea was well 

established?  

Devine: Yes, very well. In the back of the school grounds there was a brick building, 

and that was the residence for one of the Presbyterian ministers. We were 

invited into that house sometimes for a little discussion group, English 

conversation, discussion group. I remember going in there as a group, and ah, 

the smell of chocolate chip cookies that the ministerôs wife just baked, 

(laughs) freshly-baked chocolate chip cookies. 

DePue: Thereôs that chocolate again, huh? (both laugh)  

Devine: Yeah. And there was a grand baby piano in the living room. You know, it 

really was a culture shock for me, because I was led to believe, through the 

Bible studies, that ministers, Christian believers, were supposed to practice 

thriftiness. They were supposed to be poor in spirit and not go for riches, 

worldly rich, you know, that kind of philosophy. So, I had that in mind, and 

when I went to the ministerôs house, I expected them to live very humbly and 

very, you know, thrifty way. But there was a baby grand piano in the living 

room, and there was chocolate chip cookie smell all over. (both laugh) I 

thoughté  I was confused. I was a little bit confused. 

DePue: Well, I want to ask you a question thatôs a little bit off the track of what weôve 

been talking about, but I donôt want to get too far beyond this. War typically is 

a very powerful change agent in society. Was Korean culture and Korean 

society affected because of this incredibly destructive war that theyôd just 

survived? 

Devine: Uh huh. There were innumerable ways Korean society was impacted and 

changed forever. I would like to just talk about only two areas. One is about 

women, impact of the Korean War on women. I talked about it this morning to 

your Optimist group. Women used to stay homeðthat was their Confucian 

teachingðtaking care of the in-laws and children and all in-law family 

members, uncles and aunts. But, when the Korean War broke out and men all 

went to fight the war, theyðeven men who were supposed to be exempt from 

entering the war, like my father, the only male child in the family, even for 

one generationðwerenôt exempt. My father was the one male child in his 

family for third generation, and there was no reason he needed to be drafted. 

But, even my father was drafted, you know. They just took all the men they 

could get their hands on.  

So, suddenly, women found themselves in charge of having to figure 

out how to make some money to take care of the in-laws and children. So, 

they went out and into the streets and sold whatever they could sell. If they 

could knit, they knitted booties for babies and hats and sold that. They went 

into the hills and picked dandelions and made and sautéed dandelion patties 

and sold that. Some made these little brown sugar candies they roasted on a 
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hot griddle and sold those things. So, women went outside the home and 

earned money.  

Three years later, when their husbands came backðmany husbands 

didnôt come back, and these women continued to be the heads of 

householdsðbut men came back, and, if they were capable of getting jobs 

again, then the family became two-earner family. Sometimes women decided, 

ñOkay, I did my job during the war. I stay home now. Now my husband is 

making the money again.ò  

But, I am guessing at least 50% or more percent of women stayed with 

whatever business ventures they started during the war, because it gave them a 

sense of achieving something, achievement, a sense of empowerment. So, that 

became a huge impetus for womenôs liberation, closing the gender gap kind of 

movement.  

Another is Korean Warôs lasting effect on children. Two-hundred-

thousand children became orphans. Koreansô attitude toward taking care of 

orphans was extremely, miserably pathetic, because of the Confucian tradition 

of believing in male bloodline being the most important. They did not accept 

non-blood-related children, out in the streets. So, many children went to 

orphanages, and then, from there on, they were sent overseas as adoptees.  

But, those who didnôt get those chances, became street urchins, just 

roving marketplaces and doing whatever they could to find food, picked 

garbage, picked food scraps thrown on the ground. They picked those up, and 

many of them became pickpockets, small, petty thieves. So, the impact on 

children was tremendous.  

DePue: So, oneðthe impact on womenôs role in societyðyou see as a very positive 

thing. 

Devine: Positive, yes. 

DePue: And the impact on those orphans was critically negative. 

Devine: Totally, uh hmm, devastating.  

DePue: How did your family manage to pay for school, because your father was, as 

you described before, lower middle class? Itôs got to be fairly expensive to do 

this. 

Devine: Yes, yes. He made good wage, but it wasnôt making us rich or anything. So, 

we had enough food on the table. But, unofficially, I heard my mom and my 

father talking and overheard some things, which made me believe that he did 

some unofficial things, like being a truck driver sometimes, for extra cash. He 

used to sell the gas out of his gas tank. There were enough people interested in 

buying gas at a cheaper rate from a truck driver willing to sell gas out of his 
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truck tank. So, I think he made some extra money. One of the ways of making 

extra money was this kind of thing. He might have used his company truck to 

deliver a load of something for somebody that was not part of his job. I donôt 

know, exactly, the many things that he engaged in that was not official, or 

officially sanctioned kinds of things, but I think he did some of those things to 

supplement his income. So, he was able to afford my tuition. 

DePue: Were you thankful or embarrassed that he was doing these kinds of things? 

What was your attitude? 

Devine: Yeah. These things I kind of, indirectly and roughly, just guessed was going 

on. I didnôt have hard evidence, and I loved my father and respected him so 

highly that that kind of got me just dismiss some dubious things that he might 

have gotten into.  

DePue: I think you mentioned, before we began the interview, that you werenôt 

necessarily living all the time where your father was living, as well. 

Devine: Right. After the war, we were reunited and lived in the same house briefly. 

But, when I went to Jung Shin Christian School, about that time, he decided 

our house was too small, because, then, the mistress had the second child and 

expecting third child. So, the house was too small. So, he got a house built 

along the Han River in Hannam-dong area.  

So, they moved into a new house. My mom and I were expected to 

move in with them, but that was too far from the school I needed to attend. So, 

thatôs when my mother and I got a rental room closer into town. So, my 

mother and I lived separately from my father, but my father came to visit us 

and continued to provide money for our living expenses. 

DePue: Doesnôt that give some of the neighbors cause to gossip? 

Devine: Oh, no, no. That was perfectly honorable thing to do, for a man to provide for 

his wife and his child, yeah. So, in a way, the mistress already had three or 

four children, and my grandmother went to live with her.  

My grandmotherôs health was failing, and so, she [the mistress] was in 

charge of taking care of the children and also of the grandma. She became like 

a housewife, the first wife. She had the responsibilities, whereas my mom 

didnôt have any children to have to take care of or the aging grandmother, 

about to suffer dementia. My mother had no responsibility.  

So, having my father come visit her every other week or once a month, 

bringing gifts for her and for me and my cousin, it was like romantic 

relationship all over again. I point that out in my book, too, how the 

relationship dynamics of the family changed, so that the mistress got all the 

responsibilities of doing dirty diapers for both her mother-in-law and her 

children. My mother had no responsibility, other than just taking care of me 
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and having my father come and visit, you know, on the side, which I think 

made it a little romantic for them. 

DePue: Was your mother working at this time?  

Devine: She continued to knit sweaters for whoever was paying her to do so, and we 

lived very close to the shaman aunt. So, she went to her shaman auntôs house 

to help cook, at least two, three times a week, and brought some money and 

also a lot of food.  

So, I really grew upðme and my cousin grew upðon the food that 

had been offered to gods, you know, to heal some people who were deathly 

sick, and somebody who needed a promotion, and they were paying the 

shaman to offer this ceremony so he could get a promotion. All these foods 

that had been offered to gods, they were our dinners and lunches and school 

lunch. 

DePue: Plus an occasional chocolate, here and there, that you got from Americans or 

from the Christians? 

Devine: Yes, yes. (both laugh) It was a good life. 

DePue: You told me what you didnôt like about going to this school. Other than that, 

did you enjoy the education you were getting? 

Devine: Yes, they really provided me with excellent education, I believe, and I didnôt 

know then. The year I reached ninth grade, because I needed to become ten 

times better than a boy, for my motherôs sake, that I studied like hell. So, I 

was the top student in just about every class.  

My teachers thought I should move on and take the entrance exam to 

Kyunggi High School again, because we were offered that chance. I was a 

chicken, chicken shit. I thought I would fail again, and I didnôt take that 

opportunity. So, I finished my high school there.  

For six years, I had this inferiority complex about going to a second-

ranked school. The school badgeðwe were supposed to wear a school badge 

on our collarðwhile riding the buses to go to school, I covered it up with a 

muffler or scarf or something, so that nobody would know that I went to a 

second-class school. This is how my inferiority complex about attending this 

school was.  

But, when I went to college, Sogang University, after the first 

semester, students who made the honor roll, their names were posted on the 

outside of the academic deanôs office. And my name was at the top. This 

proved the excellent education I received at the second-ranked school, 

because the other kids on the honor roll, they were from Kyunggi. They were 

from Ewha, which is second, number two in the country. So, there were 
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students from these first-ranked high schools, and they did not do as well as I 

did, which, to me, proved that the Jung Shin middle school and high school 

education must have been really good. 

DePue:  What were your favorite subjects at the time? 

Devine: It was English literature. I loved English literature. 

DePue: Obviously, you were learning English all the way through this process? 

Devine: Yes, middle school and high school, English was a required subject, but we 

were not taught spoken English. It was all translating word for word and 

memorizing vocabulary and also learning the grammar.  

So, by the time I went to Sogang University, my spoken English was 

so poor, I was so shy about my spoken English that, the first day of school, 

there were priests all lined up, American Jesuit priests. They were our 

professors, and they were all lined up, greeting us, ñGood morning. Good 

morning.ò The president of the college said, ñGood morning. What is your 

name?ò I was just so shy to speak English, I couldnôt even say what my name 

was. I just ran away. (both laugh)  

But, talking about this college: to become ten times better than a boy, 

that meant I needed to fulfill my motherôs dream of having me become a 

lawyer. At that time, during those 1940s and ó50s and ó60s, parentsô dreamsð

whether boys or girlsðparentsô dreams for their children was for them to 

become a lawyer, judge, lawyer and judge. That was top. 

DePue: Not a doctor?  

Devine: Doctor cameéDoctor was there, too, doctor or judicial judge or lawyer. That 

was at the top. 

DePue: Is that kind of an extension of the Confucian belief that the ultimate 

government official would be somebody who was steeped in the law and 

would be a judge? 

Devine: Yes, exactly. So, my goal, throughout the whole middle school and high 

school, was to go to Seoul National University Law School. Even as a high 

schooler, I took this introduction-to-law book, two-inches thick, and I took it 

with me, back and forth to school. I read introduction to law on the bus, to 

learn about law ahead of boys that I would eventually have to compete 

against. This is how determined I was to become a lawyer and go to Seoul 

National University. 

But, when I heard Sogang University just got establishedðthey were 

American Jesuits who founded itðand anybody getting B average and above 

would be sent to United States on full scholarships. Immediately, it was 
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between law school at Seoul National University and majoring in Englishð

because Sogang did not have law schoolðmajoring in English and eventually 

go to United States. The temptation to go to the country, where there were a 

lot of chocolate chip cookies (both laugh). 

DePue: There is a theme here. 

Devine: Yeah. (both laugh) Through foreign movies I saw, in foreign countries, I saw 

men, boy and girl children were treated equal, more or less. The 

discrimination against girl children was almost none. Thatôs how I perceived. 

So, I wanted to go. I wanted to just get the hell out of that stupid, stinking 

Confucian country. I just didnôt have the patience to have anything to do with 

that society any more.  

DePue: Why was it that you were so intrigued or enthralled with English literature? 

Devine: I liked literature, even through middle school and high school. When there 

was writing exercise that the Korean literature teacher gave, the teacher 

always complimented me on my ability to write, and said nice things.  

I was always interested in art. For extra-curricular activity during 

middle school and high school, I took art. That was just free lesson, after 

school. The art teacher offered this drawing class which, you know, sketching 

these plaster-of-Paris heads of Venus and Roman sculpted busts. So, I did art, 

after school. I did dance. For a while, I belonged to a dance group. And my 

Korean literature teacher encouraged me to do writing, because I was very 

interested in literature. All these were in my nature already, not law school. I 

just didnôt like that. 

DePue: I guess one of the things Iôm curious about, and maybe Iôm overplaying this, 

but, you were drawn more to English literature than Korean literature. I would 

suspect that Korea had quite a rich literary heritage. 

Devine: Right. Oh, yes. But, in order to go to America, I needed to study English 

literature, not Korean literature, because what university in United States 

wouldðI didnôt know, at that time, that Harvard University had Center for 

Korean Studies and all those thingsðso, I thought I needed to study English 

literature to be able to go to United States.  

DePue: Who were your favorite English authors or American authors? 

Devine: Oh, Mark Twain, Hemingway, William Faulkner. I did my masterôs thesis on 

William Faulknerôs novel, ñLight in August.ò British writers, too. I liked Jane 

Austen, yeah. So, tons of British and American writers.  

DePue: Iôm trying to figure out where I want to go to next. Is there anything else that 

we need to talk about, in terms of your high school experiences? Were you 

involved with any extra-curricular activities?  
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Devine:  Yes, extra-curricular activities involved art class and painting class and dance 

class and English conversation class. 

DePue: So, all these things, to kind of reinforce the chances of your getting to the 

right school afterwards. 

Devine: Right, yeah. 

DePue: You were happy to be as totally focused on this, it sounds like, as your mother 

wanted you to be. 

Devine: But giving up law school really traumatized me for life, because choosing 

between law school, Seoul National Law School, and Sogang University, the 

American Jesuit University that had no law school, by choosing this school, I 

gave up my aspiration to become a lawyer, which was my motherôs dream for 

me. That meant I would become a failure, because I failed to become a 

lawyer. By failing to enter a law school and failing to become a lawyer, I 

would fail my motherôs dream and her expectations. And by failing her, I was 

going to fail myself. This was the implication of the choice between the two 

schools.  

When I chose Sogang, I was prepared to be a failure, to see myself as a 

failure, a person who failed to fulfill my motherôs dream. So, I was not happy 

to choose Sogang. I chose it for my own self. I didnôt choose it to fulfill my 

motherôs dream, which I wanted to do, so that I could be ten times better than 

a boy. So, this is a very serious, traumatic experience that stayed with me, 

even today. Iôm telling you, Iôm deeply sad that I (tearfully) never became the 

lawyer that my mother wanted me to become. Even if other people think Iôm 

successfulðbecoming a professor at a college, being a writerðin my opinion, 

no. This completely fails. This pales, compared to my motherôs dream. I never 

fulfilled that. Iôm a failure, totally. 

DePue: So, you just told me that, as much as you didnôt like the Confucian culture that 

you grew up in, you havenôt escaped it. 

Devine: Right, exactly. This is how far reaching cultural conditioning can be. This is 

how far reaching cultural conditioning can mess up a person for life. As much 

as I resisted it, I am the product of that cultural conditioning.  

DePue: Yet, you made a decision at this time. In the crucial time in your life, you 

make a decision that is very typically American and Western. 

Devine: Uh huh. Only, because I just could not stand the idea of going to law school 

and slaving over so many years over introduction to law book, that I detested, 

and I tried to study, as a high school student. Only, because I could not stand 

it, and only, because I could not stand living in that society, even one minute 

than I could stand, thatôs why I chose to escape. Sogang University was an 

escape route.  
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DePue: Iôm guessing, though, that the very strong guilt and regret that you feel about 

this is something that Americans canôt even begin to comprehend. 

Devine: No. Throughout my life, Iôve felt that I really, really should have sought some 

psychological counseling, to work on resolving of these issues I had with my 

own self and the cultural conditioning, the conflict. But I never did. I probably 

should have, yeah. 

DePue: Iôm wondering, at the time when you were growing up, and, especially in your 

high school years, youôre going through these important decision points in 

your life, how much other things you were exposed to, of American culture, 

music and food andð 

Devine: Oh, okay. One of the many ways that this education of the Jung Shin middle 

school and high school was, they exposed the children to all kinds of outside 

world, by taking us to movies, as a group. The whole school group would go 

and see movies, like Seven Brides. 

DePue: Seven Brides for Seven Brothers, one of the great musical movies of the 

1950s. 

Devine: Yes, right. We went to see that, as a school group. And we went to see 

ñStudent Prince,ò the German prince who falls in love with a barmaid. We 

went to see Hannibalôs Expeditions, Hannibal. We went to see, oh, ñQuo 

Vadis.ò Do you know that movie? 

DePue: ñQuo Vadis.ò 

Devine: Yes. 

DePue: Iôm not surprised that priests and ministers would want to take you to that, 

because of its very strong religious themes.  

Devine: Yes. And so, also operas. They took us to all major operas that they put out. 

They were not necessarily opera troupes, coming from abroad. They were 

produced among Koreans. They had outstanding opera programs, ñAida,ò you 

know, ñMadam Butterfly,ò ñTosca.ò Oh, all those operas we were exposed to, 

and I became an opera lover for life. 

DePue: How about American pop music? Were you getting any exposure to that?  

Devine: No, but we were exposed to all kinds of classical music, Beethoven, 

Schumann, Wagner. We were classical music addicts. 

DePue: Did you have opportunities to encounter American soldiers, occasionally? 

Devine: Oh, you bring a very good topic there. Yesterday, I told you about the soldiers 

who gave me chocolateð 
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DePue: Which is happening during the war. 

Devine: Yes, during the war. After the war, during high school, there was a group of 

us who were in an English conversation group. As part of that, one of the 

girlôs mom ran an orphanage and was in contact with Americans, 

missionaries, who donated clothing, and, also, some soldiers. I guess military 

people also donated some things. Through her, we invited a group of 

American soldiers to dinner.  

We had our moms prepare all this feast. (laughs) I remember, we had a 

couple of dinners with American soldiers, like that.  We were trying to 

improve our spoken English by practicing English on them. So, that was one.  

And then, another story is, during college, my best friend and I, we 

were just so desperate to try to have opportunities to use our spoken English 

skills that we used to go to Itaewon. You know, this is the area  right outside 

the Eighth Army, Itaewon Streets. This is where hookers had their beats. They 

would be walking up and down these streets, looking for soldiers to pick them 

up. We were college students, but we went there, and we did the same things. 

(both laugh) 

DePue: I would think, with a significant exception. 

Devine: Yeah, we were not looking for anything sexy. We just wanted to grab some 

Americans, so we could practice our English. 

DePue: Were you dating Koreans at the time? 

Devine: Another very interesting topic. Through college, too, I did not want to do 

anything other than study, because I needed to become ten times better than a 

boy, no matter where I went, whether in Korea or United States. So, I was 

totally focused on studying. After classes, I went to the library, straight there, 

and buried myself. A boring story, okay? (laughs) But, there were two or three 

people, men, I dated, during the junior and senior years. I dated them, but, as 

soon as they would become serious about our relationship, it just kind 

ofésomething just turned in my stomach, and I just became cold. I just 

immediately dropped them, dropped the person. I didnôt even say, ñHey, I no 

longer want to see you.ò I would just immediately not respond to any calls or 

notes left at the school. I would just drop them.  

I attribute this tendency, to resist more serious advances from guys, to 

my childhood experience of seeing men fool around, having many mistresses. 

My father had only one, but there were other men, doing similar things, and 

they had mistresses all the time. My aunt, her husbandéEven though my aunt 

gave birth to a boy, male child, her husband ran around, and my aunt went to 

that mistressôs house and tore hair off of her.  
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I heard these stories all my life, growing up, and women always 

saying, ñOh men are dogs. Men are wolves. Men are mountain thieves.ò 

(laughs) Not just regular thieves, mountain thieves. They are worse, worse 

than regular thieves, okay? So, men are mountain thieves. I grew up with this 

cultural conditioning, men are mountain thieves and dogs and wolves, except 

for my father. I think thatôs why, when a man became serious, it just left me 

cold, and I immediately dropped him.  

I wrote a short story, and this was part of my bookôs chapter. I titled it, 

ñThe Saffron House.ò But my husband called it ñThe Serial Dumper Story.ò 

(both laugh) Iôm a serial dumper.  

DePue: Well, not in all cases, obviously. 

Devine: Not in all cases. (laughs) 

DePue: This is probably a good place for us to stop, and weôll continue with your 

discussion about college and, then, the important step of getting to the United 

States.  

Devine: Yes, okay. 

DePue: So, thatôs what weôve got to look forward to this afternoon. 

Devine: All right. 

DePue: Thank you very much. 

Devine: Youôre welcome.  

(End of interview session #2   #3 continues) 
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DePue: Today is Friday, the 30th of August, 2013. This is Mark DePue, again, and 

this is our second session today with Maija Devine. Good afternoon. 

Devine: Good afternoon. 

DePue: We just got done with a good lunch, and maybe weôre ready to finish up with 

our discussion. Itôs been fascinating, up to this point. Iôm sure weôll have 

more. I wanted to start with picking up where we left off. You were talking a 

little bit about the high school student and into college years and dating and 

exposure to some more American culture and things like that. But, one time 

you told meðyou didnôt do this on tape, but you mentioned itðyou were too 

short to attract Korean men. 

Devine: Yes, uh hmm. Koreans, overall, are shorter people than Caucasians. Maybe, 

because of that, they are constantly making references to people who are short 

and making them feel uncomfortable. So, I had an inferiority complex about 

my size, my height andð  

DePue: How tall are you? 

Devine: I was five, but I think Iôm a little less than five, now that Iôm old and shrunk. 

(laughs) 

DePue: Five feet. 

Devine: Five, even. And my appearance, too, my facial features, itôs not the type thatôs 

attractive to Korean men. They have their own concept of what is beautiful, 

and I didnôt fit that kind of category. So, I dated a few men, but I wasnôt 

particularly, wildly popular among boys.  
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DePue: Well, you just told me, though, before lunch, that there were two boys that 

were particularly interested. 

Devine: Yes, two or three boys, during college. But other girls had ten or twenty guys 

interested in them. So, relatively speaking, I was not considered terribly 

attractive.  

But, once I came to United States, oh man, that whole thing changed. 

American guys just found me very attractive and women, too. They really 

liked my size, and women would often comment, ñOh, what a petite person. I 

wish I was petite like that.ò All these things, this positive attention, from both 

men and women, helped me get over my inferiority complex about my height 

and my appearance.  

DePue: Well, weôre going to hear a little more about that. But I wanted to spend a few 

more minutes talking about your college experience. You said you went to 

what college? 

Devine: Sogang. So means west; gang means river. So, itôs a college on the West 

Branch of Han River, west section of Han River. It was found by American 

Jesuits from Wisconsin province. When they came in to establish a new 

college, in 1955, the Korean educators went up in arms against this idea. They 

said, ñWe already have excellent universities, like Seoul National University 

and Yonsei University. Why do Americans have to come in and establish a 

new college? The only thing that will happen is brain drain. All the bright kids 

will go to United States and would never come back.ò But they went ahead 

and established it, in 1960. The big publicity campaign they led was, students 

who got B average, through all four years, would get a scholarship to go to the 

United States to a graduate school. 

DePue: Thus the fear about a brain drain. 

Devine: Well, yes, brain drain. So, the graduates did go to the United States, and 

eventually, some of them came back. I was one of the first to come back to 

United States. 

DePue: What year did you start college? 

Devine: Sixty-one. Graduated in ô65, and I went to St. Louis University in the fall of 

ó65. 

DePue: Youôve already talked about why you went there, and that was very 

interesting to hear, as well. One of the things you did talk about, though, going 

through junior high and high school in this Presbyterian school, was the full-

court press that the Presbyterians put on you to convert you.  

Devine: Right. How did I convert to Catholicism? 
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DePue: Well, did that happen? Did the Jesuits really press religion on you, in that 

respect? 

Devine: No, no, no. I went to Sogang College. Jesuit priests were my professors. 

Ninety percent of our professors, at that time, were American Jesuits from 

Wisconsin Province. There was a chapel, and on the chapel door, there was a 

Mass times all announced, but there was not one priest or another Catholic 

student who said, ñHey, letôs go to Mass.ò Nobody put any pressure on me to 

do one thing or another, at all, not like the junior high and high school, 

Presbyterian school, I went to.  

After spending a semester, watching these priests and Catholic 

students going in and out of the chapel, but not receiving any invitation, 

whatsoever, to come there, I decided thereôs something really good going on 

there. Something good is going on, and they are keeping it from me. I decided 

to explore what was going on. So, during the first summer vacation, after the 

first semester, I joined the catechism class to find out exactly what good 

things were going on. At the end of the catechism class, I became baptized.  

One of the appeals for me was the existence of the system of 

confession. As Catholics, you went to confession, confessed your sins to the 

priest, and the priest said, ñFather and the Son and the Holy Spirit forgive 

youò and all this, and he gave us things to do, like so many Hail Marys and so 

many Our Fathers, and that was it. If you did that, your sins were forgiven. It 

was kind of a spiritual washing machine. You could get your spiritual mind 

washed, like doing laundry in a washing machine. I liked that. Thatôs very 

clean cut. Once you went to confession and did those things, I could start all 

over again. That was a very appealing aspect of Catholicism to me. 

DePue: Now, Catholicism, obviously, youôve got the Pope; youôve got priests. There 

are nuns, but the nuns arenôt going to be elevated to the same level of 

authority in the church. But, when you get beyond that, did you find the 

message you were hearing from Christians different than Confucianism and 

the paternalistic society and the emphasis that was there? 

Devine: I felt that there was more equality between men and women within 

Christianity, whether it was Protestant or Catholicism. So, in that sense, I 

found it refreshing. Although, later, when I did more Biblical studies, I 

realized there were as many patriarchal values in Old Testament and even 

some parts of New Testament. But, compared to the Confucianism I was 

exposed to, Christianity, overall, was much more equitable toward men and 

women. 

DePue: Your major there continued to be English literature? 

Devine: Yes. 
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DePue: Where did you pick up your ability to speak English, because you speak it 

very well? 

Devine:  No. I did not speak well, and the first day at school, I couldnôt even answer 

the question, ñWhat is your name?ò (laughs) 

DePue: As we talked about before, but you obviously got beyond that. 

Devine: Yes. I immediately needed toéit was a language-immersion program, 

because we had noéWell, we had a couple Korean professors, but I wasnôt 

taking classes with them. So, all the classes I took were taught by native 

speakers. Immediately I needed to just understand and write notes in English 

and take tests in English, and everything was done in English. I had to catch 

up real quick, and I was able to pick it up pretty fast.  

DePue: Youôve talked before about the sacrifices that both your parents were making, 

to make sure you got a good education. Iôve got to believe that going to the 

university now is much more expensive than going to the other schoolsð 

Devine: Oh yes. 

DePue: And, by this time, that there had already been some traditions established that 

all those other children that were coming along were needing to go to school 

and have those expenses paid for. 

Devine: Right. 

DePue: How did you afford going to school? 

Devine: Right. The first semester tuition was paid by my father, the adoptive father. 

After that, I knew there was no more. Thatôs another reason I studied like heck 

and got on the honor roll. When you get on honor roll, you get full-tuition 

scholarship. So, from then on, the rest of the college days, three years and one 

semester, it was all free.  

DePue: Where was the college getting its money? Certainly not from the Korean 

government, I would think.  

Devine: Oh, college money. Oh, Jesuits, the president and development officer 

working for the university, they were all out asking for money from American 

Catholics, throughout the whole world, actually. They sent out these donation 

solicitation letters every month. 

DePue: Were you living at home at the time? 

Devine: Yes, with my mom and my cousin.  

DePue: Why did your cousin end up living with your mom, as well?  
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Devine: Well, because her mother was not able to take care of her. She was working 

for a wine house. She was working many hours during the afternoon hours 

and also night times too. My mother felt that it was not a very good 

environment for a child to be growing in that situation. So, she took her under 

her wing. 

DePue: Did you work at the time? 

Devine: Did I work, during college? Yes. I had a part-time job as a switchboard 

operator. At that time, you had these cords that you had to plug into holes in 

the switchboard. Yeah, I worked.  

DePue: Did you like that job? 

Devine: I loved it. I thought it was justéI t was empowering experience because, for 

the first time, I could make my own money, over which I had some control.  

DePue: Was there any talk, at that timeðwe already talked about your own dating 

experiencesðwas there any talk among your relatives, your mother and 

grandmother, etcetera, that, oh, we need to start finding her somebody to 

marry? 

Devine: No, absolutely not.  

DePue: But, that would normally be the experience, would it not? 

Devine: Yes, it is. College students were not allowed to date, have any serious 

relationship. Parents, grandparents, everybody encouraged college students to 

only concentrate on studying. Once they graduated, then immediately they 

were swamped with all these marriage arrangement proposals, but not until 

graduation day. 

DePue: Was that another reason to come to the United States for graduate school?  

Devine: No, no, no. 

DePue: Tell me about the process that you went through to decide to go to the United 

States. That was obviously part of the arrangement when you went to college 

there in the first place. 

Devine: Yes, that was my hope and expectation. And, as expected, I was always at the 

top, so there was no question about my getting a full-tuition scholarship to a 

graduate school somewhere in the United States. 

DePue: How did your parents feel about that? 

Devine: Oh, they were delighted. You know, as I probably said before, to my mother, I 

could do no wrong. No matter what it was, whatever I decided, she went along 
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with it. She was terribly upset that she would not be able to see me for several 

years. She was broken up. In fact, at the airport, she cried so much that I just 

could not stand it anymore. I barely even said, good bye to her. I just turned 

around and left, because she was going to continue to cry. 

DePue: She had to be fearing also that you might never come back. 

Devine: Right, right, yeah. 

DePue: I know that that was not the only traumatic experience that happened before 

you came to the United States, that you discovered another piece of news. 

Devine: What? Oh, the adoption news, yes. When I heard that, I just immediately went 

into total denial, no. 

DePue: How did you hear it? 

Devine: Oh, the man who brought me from Manchuria to Seoul and gave me to his 

nephew and nephewôs wife, he told me, over lunch. He said, ñIôm getting to 

be an old man, and you are going to the United States, and you may not return 

at all. Or, if you return, it may be several years from now. I may be dead. So, I 

need to tell you something that I kept from you all your life. You have been 

adopted,ò he said.  

I just acted like I didnôt hear a thing, because my mind just totally 

rejected it. It just cannot be possible. First, if I knew I had been adopted, then I 

would not have felt so much guilt for having been the cause of my parentsô 

unhappiness, of having to invite a mistress. All that guilt and all the guilt 

during the time I felt I needed to become ten times better than a boy to make 

my mother happy, all that was not necessary. All that suffering and anguish 

and efforts, staying up 

all night to study for 

the exam the next day, 

all that was for 

nothing. There was no 

reason for me to drive 

myself insane like that. 

And I did that, all my 

young life. And here, 

this man is telling me 

there was no reason 

for it. You have 

biological brothers, 

older one, twin 

brother, and younger 

brother. If I lived in 

that house, it would 

Maija's biological family. (left to right) older brother, Soon-back 

Rhee; twin brother, Jongjeon Rhee; mother, Whock-sill Jeon; 

and younger brother, Soon-il Rhee, 1994 
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not have mattered whether I became ten times better than a boy or less good 

than one girl. It would not have mattered. I would not have driven myself 

insane trying to reach this goal, which I thought might be impossible for me to 

fulfill.  

DePue: Why did he decide he needed to tell you this? 

Devine: Because he thought he might die before I came back to Korea, and he just felt 

he needed to clear his heart out before I left. I went into a complete denial, and 

this is what happened. My older brother and my twin brother and my younger 

brother, they all knew I was their sister. They came and visited me. I was only 

one who didnôt know they were my actual birth brothers. 

DePue: You mean, your biological family was living close to you? 

Devine: Yes, in the same town. After they moved down from Manchuria, they came to 

Seoul. My adoptive parents were living in Seoul, too. So, we were all living in 

same town. 

DePue: All of these adults knew about this relationship. 

Devine: Yes, everybody knew, except for me. My older brother came to visit me, at 

least once a month, and took me swimming to the river and picnics. My twin 

brother began to come and see me, too, during high school days. We went 

playing ping pong. But I didnôt see the younger brother, ever, before I went to 

the United States for graduate studies.  

When I arrived in St. Louis, I immediately attracted the attention of an 

Italian boy, Italian guy, who was getting a masters in psychology and 

counseling, and he became interested in me. We got engaged, and I sent the 

engagement photo to my older brother, because older brother and I, I knew 

him all my life, because he came to see me and my family. So, I sent the 

picture to him, and he apparently shared that photo with my twin brother and 

the younger brother.  

I got a letter from the younger brother, one day. He said, ñNuna.ò He 

called me Nuna. Nuna means older sister. Itôs an endearing name for older 

sister, Nuna. He said, ñI have been waiting all my life to be able to call you 

Nuna. I was forbidden to call you Nuna, because I wasnôt supposed to tell you 

we were brother and sister. But now I can call you Nuna.ò  

He said, ñYou know, the picture you sent? In that, you look like, 

exactly, my mother. Youôre like the twin sister of my mother,ò and so on. He 

wrote this letter. You know, I was a heartless little witch. I was in such a 

complete denial about this and didnôt want anybody to think and know that I 

knew about this adoption, that I wrote a letter back to him. I wrote only one 

line. I said, ñWhy the hell should I look like your mother?ò Thatôs all I said. 

And neveré He never wrote me again.  
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DePue: Did you actually not believe it, or there was one part of you that did believe it 

and understood it and the other part just couldnôt accept it? 

Devine: Right, couldnôt accept it, yes. There was great possibility I look liked her, but 

I didnôt want to admit that. I didnôt want to accept it. I didnôt want him to 

think that I knew I was adopted. 

DePue: Iôm curious. What were you thinking? Your older brother was coming to visit 

you; your twin brother was coming to visit you; were you thinking they just 

wanted to be friends, or were you confused that maybe they wanted to have a 

more serious relationship? 

Devine: No, no, no, they were known to me as the sons of my parentsô friends. They 

were my parentsô friends.  

DePue: So, you didnôt think anything more of it than that? 

Devine: No, absolutely not.  

DePue: Did it change the relationship you had with your parents, at all?  

Devine: No, because I kept it as a complete, total, hundred percent denial, on my part. 

I didnôt want to let my mother, the adoptive mother, know I knew about the 

adoption, because, even letting her know I knew, I felt that would be an act of 

betrayal of our relationship. If she knew that I knew, she would know that, 

ñOh, my daughter now knows sheôs not mine.ò You know? So, she would feel 

completely and totally hurt. She would feel like she lost me. She would feel 

like I was no longer hers alone; I was also part of another family. I just 

couldnôt bear to have her have that feeling of betrayal. So, I completely never, 

never told her that I knew about the adoption.  

DePue: Itôs interesting to me that they never wanted to tell you, 

because they thought this would be so painful and 

damaging to you.  

Devine: Right, right. 

DePue: And now, these roles are switched. 

Devine: Yes. Now I knew, but, because I thought it would be so 

painful for her to know that I knew, I never, never told 

her.  

DePue: When did you find out about your older brotherôs role in 

the Korean War? Soon-back Rhee, as an 

18-year-old Korean Navy 

sergeant during the 

Korean War. 
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Devine: Oh, I learned more and more about that. I knew that he was in the Navy 

because, when he was in the Navy, during the Korean War and before and 

after, he came in Navy uniform. So, I knew he was with the Navy. But his 

involvement in the Incheon landing, that part I learned afterward. Because I 

had a continuing relationship with him, throughout my elementary school, 

through teenage years and college, we just continued that relationship. Itôs just 

that I never told him I knew he was my blood brother. We continued the same 

relationship. DePue: Did he know that you knew? 

Devine: No, no, this is the whole thing. Nobodyé 

DePue: This friend tells you, but nobody else now is aware that you know this secret 

thatôs been hidden away from you for all these years? 

Devine: No, no. But they didnôt tell me, but they figured this man might have told me. 

So, without me knowing, they secretly, among themselves, suspected that I 

knew. But I didnôt know they suspected that I knew. This gets a little 

complicated. 

DePue: Well, this is going to sound terribly trivial, but this is the gist for so many soap 

operas, and Koreans thrive on this. 

Devine: Yes, exactly. Yes, yes. The hallu, the Korean wave of all these movies being 

world popular movies, this is because these family secrets and drama behind 

every family, itôs just continual fodder for movies. 

DePue: Did you apply to a variety of different schools in the United States to attend? 

Devine: Actually, no. I just followed the advice of the college president, who 

recommended that I apply to the St. Louis University, because most of these 

Jesuit professors who came to Sogang, they came through St. Louis 

University, or Milwaukee University. Thatôs also Jesuit. 

DePue: I wasnôt aware that St. Louis University was a Jesuit school. 

Devine: Oh, it is. Yeah, it is. Itôs a Jesuit university, so Iôm Jesuit educated, 

throughout.  

DePue: Was there anything you remember, specifically, about the decision to become 

a Christian and the conversion ceremony. Was there anything like that, a 

baptism? 

Devine: Oh, yeah, I have a baptism and the pictures. Maybe I should have brought the 

baptism picture.  

DePue: Was that a meaningful ceremony for you? 
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Devine: It was, very meaningful. I thought I was starting a new life, kind of leaving 

behind Korean Buddhism, Confucianism, folk beliefs. Now Iôm adopting a 

new belief and new way of life. I was coming to United States, too. So, it was 

all new stage of my life.  

DePue: Tell me about the actual travelling to the United States and, especially, 

arriving in the United States. 

Devine: Oh, yeah, okay. Well, you know, I didnôt have any money for the airplane 

tickets. My parents were not able to afford that. So, luckily, there was an 

announcement about a Fulbright Travel Grant, given to deserving, poor 

students. I applied for that, and there was a written exam, oral exam, and I got 

that. So, round-trip plane tickets, were free, and I had full-tuition scholarship 

from St. Louis University.  

The president of my college, Sogang College, at that time, Father 

Killoren, introduced me to Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Ford, of St. Louis. He was the 

CEO of St. Louis Steel Company. They lived in Ladue, one of the exclusive 

neighborhoods in St. Louis. So, he arranged for me to live in that house for 

free, get room and board. 

DePue: This is Father Killoren?  

Devine: Father Killoren.  

DePue: Was he in Korea or in the United States?  

Devine: Yes, he was in Korea. He was our first president of the college. Before the 

university became a university, it was a college, and he was the President of 

Sogang College. 

DePue: So, youôve got a way to get to the United States. Youôve got tuition paid for, 

once you get there. But that doesnôt pay for quite everything. 

Devine: No. So, I got room and board, but I had no pocket money. But, at that time, 

Korean government allowed only $50 per student going abroad to take with 

her or him. So, I had $50 in my pocket when I came to St. Louis.  

Because my visa application took a long time, and it got delayedðyou 

know, we had to go through anti-communism screening, tooðthe police 

investigated our family background. Every student going abroad, their family 

background was checked thoroughly to see if we had anybody connected to 

the North Korean communists. 

DePue: Which government, the United States or Korean? 

Devine: No, this is Korean government did that. Passport and visa application 

processing involved Korean governmentôs investigation into the family 
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background. So, it got delayed. Finally, when I got the visa to come, I was late 

to school by maybe a week. At the registration, they said, ñYou have to pay 

late fee,ò which is $35. So, out of the $50 I brought in my pocket, they took 

$35. So, I had $15 for the semester or for the whole year, for whatever I 

needed. 

For the whole semester, I never once got a Coke or soft drink out of 

the machine. I couldnôt afford it. We were eating lunches with other students, 

and they were taking the soft drinks out of the machines. I had never done 

that, until Mrs. Ford, after about a month or two of me living in that house, 

she said, ñYou know, I just never saw you getting any mail that had some 

money in it.ò And she said, ñIf you would help me with some bookkeeping, 

paying, writing checks and things, Iôll give you some pocket money.ò So, 

thatôs what I did. I kept books for her, and she gave me some, $15, $20, every 

few weeks. 

DePue: Iôve heard your stories about the first encounters with Americans, and then 

again in Seoul, when you occasionally would encounter Americans. What 

were your expectations before you arrived in the United States? And what did 

you discover about America after you got here? 

Devine: Actually, my expectations were pretty high, and Americans met those. I did 

not find them disappointing. 

DePue: Are you talking in terms of the quality of life, theð 

Devine: Quality of life, the way they treated foreign students. I didnôt know very much 

about, at that time, the racial conflict between the whites and African-

Americans. So, those things kind of escaped me. What I saw was just 

Caucasians, mostly, relating with foreign students. I thought they were very 

positive and supportive. Yeah, I really enjoyed living in the United States. 

DePue: Did you find some things that were difficult to adjust to?  

Devine: Yes, there were. For example, you know, my English was not perfect, and itôs 

not perfect now, and it wasnôt perfect then. There were some mistakes I made 

with the English language. For example, after living in that Ford household, I 

needed to leave, change my living arrangement. So, when I left, I left a note to 

Mr. and Mrs. Ford, thanking them for having kept me there. This is the 

mistake I made. In that, I said, ñThank you for everything you did to me.ò I 

should have said, ñThank you for everything you did for me.ò But my English 

was not at that level yet. So, what I did was, ñThank you for everything you 

did to me,ò to me. Only later, I realized, oh my god, I made a mistake. I meant 

to say something nice, and it just didnôt end up being nice.  

DePue: I assume they were very gracious about it, though, and probably never even 

mentioned it to you. 
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Devine: Well, you know, there were some circumstances that might haveéI donôt 

know, actually.  

DePue: Were there other Koreans going to school?  

Devine: Yes, yes. We got together with other Korean students from other universities. 

Also, we had a small group of graduates from the same college, Sogang 

College, so we hung out together, yeah.  

DePue: How about Korean food? I suspect, suddenly, that wasnôt as available. 

Devine: Right, it was not available, and so, the next best thing to kimchi was coleslaw. 

There was one barbeque place in St. Louis that had famously wonderful 

coleslaw. So, I got addicted to that coleslaw. I ate that as much as I could. 

Another thing that was very similar to me, to kimchi, was green beans 

drenched in Wishbone Italian salad dressing.  

DePue: (laughs) 

Devine: After I left the Fords, I lived in DeMattias Hall. DeMattias Hall is a convent 

that belonged to St. Louis University. I went to live there. For room and 

board, I and another Sogang grad, we worked in the kitchen, drying their 

dishes and also doing work at the switchboard. And there, oh man, once a 

week or so, the nuns would have these green beans, just drenched in 

Wishbone Italian salad dressing. Oh, when that happened, I just ate a whole 

mountain of that and ignored all other dishes, (laughs) because it was like 

kimchi. 

DePue: Was there no other place you could get Korean food, authentic Korean food? 

Devine: No. The only times that I did have authentic Korean food was if a Korean 

faculty member invited Korean students to his or her home at Christmastime 

or Thanksgiving time. Thatôs the only time we tasted Korean food. After I got 

into an apartment where I could cook my own things, I made my own kimchi, 

yeah. 

DePue: Well, that requires some ingredients that youôre not going to find at the 

average American grocery store, at the time. Was there a Korean grocery 

store, an oriental grocery store? 

Devine: Some friends who had cars might have taken me to oriental grocery store, but 

I donôt remember it that much. I could get garlic and green onion in American 

grocery stores, and they had cabbageðmaybe not Korean cabbageðbut they 

definitely had western cabbage and carrots. We just found whatever ingredient 

we could find in American grocery stores and made kimchi. 

DePue: How about the red pepper? 
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Devine: Red pepper too; they had red pepper. 

DePue: That you can get in American grocery stores? 

Devine: Yeah, in American grocery stores. You know, I would make it once in a great 

while, because I was under tremendous pressure to read all these books for my 

degree work. So, when I did make kimchi, I just couldnôt stop eating it. My 

fiancé saw me eating this kimchi, and he said, ñOh, oh, donôt just drink it. 

Donôt just drink it.ò I said, ñIôm not drinking it. Iôm using a spoon.ò (both 

laugh) 

DePue: Did you find it difficult to get around? You didnôt have a car. 

Devine: I didnôt have a car, and so, yeah, I just had to get rides from my boyfriend or 

other friends. But I was just so busy, studying in the library. I didnôt have 

places I really wanted to go, anyway. 

DePue: You mentioned that this boyfriend asked you to get married?  

Devine: Um hmm. 

DePue: What were your thoughts about the whole situation, at that time?  

Devine: I liked American men. They liked me, and the feeling was mutual. I loved 

American men. Theyôreð 

DePue: But this is one particular man. 

Devine: One particular man. He was a very good man, good hearted, great sense of 

humor. He was studying to get a masters in psychology and counseling, a very 

sensitive person and very well-read person. So, there was nothing I didnôt like 

about him. 

DePue: Were you seriously thinking about getting married, at that time? 

Devine: Yes, we were engaged. Um hmm. 

DePue: Well, I know that didnôt eventually work out for you. But, before we get to 

there, was there anything else that you were surprised at the difficulty, in 

adjusting to life in the United States? 

Devine: There were things that I couldnôt understand, like this Ford family. They were 

super rich people. They had horses for their teenage daughter and son, and 

they had at least one apple tree that was dropping these delicious looking 

apples, on the ground; they were rolling on the ground, but they were not 

picking those to eat. They were buying apples from the grocery store. I justéI 

didnôt understand that. You know, they had all these apples in their trees, and 
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they were buying them from grocery store. That kind of rich class ideas, I just 

didnôt get it.  

DePue: Did they emphasize orðIôm going to use a word here, maybe itôs a bit 

inappropriateðdid they flaunt their wealth, like you would have expected a 

rich Korean, possibly, to do?  

Devine: No, no. They were not flaunting in any way. It was just their way of life. No, I 

didnôt think they were flaunting it. But another thing I had difficulty 

understanding is the teenagers. They were just so much into sex and dating, 

sex and dating culture of young people, teenagers. I mean, Koreans were 

opposed to dating and sex lifestyle for college students. Here, in United 

States, I found that high school students were having sex and constantly 

talking about dating and matters related to that. That shocked me. I didnôt like 

that at all. I inherited the Confucian cultural traditioning of kind of a 

puritanism, puritanism as it relates to sexual matters.  

DePue: So, thatôs something that happens after you get married. 

Devine: Yeah, right. So, I was scandalized by teenage behaviors, especially as it 

related to sex and dating. 

DePue: Were you attending church during this time? 

Devine:  The Mass, Catholic chapel. There was one in St. Louis University, and we 

went there.  

DePue: How about your intentions after you got done with graduate school?  

Devine: Oh, my intention was completely, hundred percent, to return to Korea and 

teach there. Thatôs why I chose English literature as my major. If I knew I 

would be coming back to United States and living here the rest of my life, I 

would have majored in anything but English literature, because native-

speaking Americans were getting masters and PhDs in English literature. 

There were PhDs in English literature, a dime a dozen in this country. And 

how could I compete against those people to get teaching jobs in this country? 

So, I would not have majored in English literature. I would have done 

journalism, library science, whatever else.  

DePue: I think St. Louis University has a good law schoolðnot just a law school, but 

a good law school. 

Devine: Yeah, law school, Iéno, no. No law school anymore in my life. I just didnôt 

like that law school idea. 

DePue: So, you had been focused so much on becoming a lawyer, but it sounds like 

you could never envision yourself being a lawyer. 
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Devine: No, no, and not envision myself going through what I needed to go through, 

all the studying, to become a lawyer. I just didnôt think I could do it.  

DePue: Did you have a chance to travel around the United States at all, during this 

time? 

Devine: No, not during the graduate school days. After I got my masters from St. 

Louis University, I did go to Minneapolis, thinking I would get another 

masters degree, this time in library science. So, I did go to University of 

Minnesota for one semester. 

DePue: Were you able to keep in touch with your family on a pretty regular basis? 

Devine: Oh, yes. I wrote to them. 

DePue: Telephone calls, or strictly writing? 

Devine: No, strictly writing. Telephone calls were too expensive and elaborate process 

to make the phone calls.  

DePue: When did you actually change schools and go to Minneapolis? Is this the 

University of Minnesota, you said? 

Devine: Yes, the fall semester of ó68. Fall semester of ó68. I got my masters during the 

spring semester of ô68. Then I worked during that summer, and then saved up 

enough money to pay for my way to Minneapolis. I might have gotten a 

scholarship there, too, because I couldnôt have saved all that money in one 

summer. So, I must have gotten a scholarship there, but I worked for the travel 

and dorm fee, and I was there for one semester. 

DePue: You majored, at the University of Minnesota, in library science? 

Devine: Library science. 

DePue: Okay.  

Devine: I hated it, yeah. 

DePue: What did you hate about library science? 

Devine: Why did I hate it? When I took the course, called ñReference Books,ò the 

instructor expected us to memorize everything that was in each reference 

book, and there were 200 of those. I thought, this is crazy. I just donôt want to 

memorize all these books. What I want is, I want to be the person, the 

customer, asking reference librarian, ñHey, I want to find this. Where can I go 

to find this?ò I want to be on the customer side, not the reference librarian 

side. So, thatôs when I decided, no, I donôt want to do this. I have to find 
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something else to do. Then a job offer came through, from Korea, to come and 

teach. 

DePue: A couple more questions, before we get you back to Korea. This is what I was 

trying to think of before. What was your mastersô thesis about?  

Devine: Oh, that was William Faulkner, his novel, titled, ñLight in Augustò and C. G. 

Jungôs concept of the Self. C. G. Jung. Jungôs Concept of the Self.  That was 

the title of my thesis. 

DePue: C. G. Jung isð  

Devine: C. G. Jung is a German psychiatrist, psychologist, who advocated the 

importance of all human beings recognizing the important role of the self-

conscious mind. Much of the human conflicts and unhappiness rise from 

trying to live with only the conscious mind, the conscious mind being in 

control of the life. But thereôs unconscious mind that we have to pay attention 

to. When you have a balance between conscious mind and unconscious 

mindðintegration between the two parts of ourselvesðthen, we would be 

happier.  

DePue: After hearing your whole story and the trauma that youôve gone through, Iôm 

not surprised that you were drawn to that particular philosophy. 

Devine: Right, right. 

DePue: Did you do any dating, up in Minnesota?  

Devine: Yes, I dated, and that became a very serious relationship. But he was not 

ready for marriage, and I had a visa problem. I was on a student visa, and 

either I needed to go back to Korea, or marry a person with a U.S. citizenship. 

He was not ready. So, when the teaching job offer came through, I took that, 

and I told him, ñYou know where to find me. I have to go to Korea and 

teach.ò So, thatôs what I did. 

DePue: It sounds like, when you left St. Louis, you were the one who wasnôt ready to 

get married. 

Devine: Right, right. 

DePue: And when you left Minnesotað 

Devine: He was not ready. 

DePue: ðhe was not ready. 

Devine: Yeah. 
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DePue: What was the offer you got to come back to Korea? 

Devine: What was the offer? Soodo Womenôs Teachers Collegeðwhich later became 

Sejong Universityðoffered me a full-time teaching job, teaching English 

literature.  

DePue: First class, second class, third class? 

Devine: Oh, second class.  

DePue: But, you say that with no regret. 

Devine: It was a teaching job, um hmm. And it was a womenôs college, and I liked the 

fact that I was teaching at a womenôs college. I wanted to raise the 

consciousness of women, Korean women, about what Korean society was 

doing to them, and to become aware of other ways of life out there that will 

raise their consciousness.  

DePue: Well, speaking of having consciousness-raising experiences and Jungian 

psychology and then, plopping it all down in 1967 and 1968, United States, 

which was essentially a cauldron of conflict at the timeð 

Devine: Right, yes. 

DePue: ðwere you observing or trying to understand what was going on in the 

United States in those years? 

Devine: You know, I tried. I tried very hard to keep up with news. Newsweek and Time 

magazines were my regular source of information, outside my own little world 

of graduate school, also TV programs. Oh there were some TV programs I 

really loved. It was ñI Spy.ò I donôt know if you know ñI Spy?ò 

DePue: Bill Cosby, andéI canôt remember the white character. 

Devine: Yeah, Robert Culp? 

DePue: Robert Culp, yes. 

Devine: Yeah, Robert Culp and Bill Cosby. ñI Spyò was one of them. Oh, another one 

was ñRun for Life.ò ThatôséOh, whatôs his name? Oh, my goodness, yeahð 

DePue: So, you had a little bit of time to watch American TV. 

Devine: Yes, yes, I did. Those two programs I watched, pretty religiously, yes. 

ñBonanza,ò once in a while, I watched that. 

DePue: Which is quite different from ñI Spy,ò I would think. 
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Devine: (Laughs) Yeah, so I didnôt watch much of ñBonanza.ò There was another one, 

family drama, um. I forget the name of it, but it was just a family drama. 

DePue: Most of these are dramas that youôre talking about, not comedies? You 

werenôt drawn to the comedies as much? 

Devine: No. You know, humor is the most difficult part of learning a language or 

learning a culture. Humor doesnôt translate very well. I appreciated humor, 

American humor especially. All those guys, three men I dated most seriously 

in my life, they all had sense of humor. Thatôs one thing that ran common. 

Their sense of humor became better and better, as I went along withéCurrent, 

my husband, his sense of humor is the best. It is the best, because his humor is 

just natural. Heôs not trying to be funny. It just comes out natural. 

DePue: I would think, when youôre mixing cultures together, thereôs lots of 

opportunity for humor. 

Devine: Right. (laughs)  

DePue: Lots of places for misunderstandings and miscommunications and humorous 

situations, I would think.  

Devine: Right, right. 

DePue: Well, the main thing that was consuming the United States, at that time, was 

the Vietnam War and the growing resistance to the Vietnam War in the United 

States, especially among student populations. You had to be seeing that, 

somewhat, in both St. Louis and Minnesota. 

Devine: Yes, of course. 

DePue: What was your feeling about that? 

Devine: Yes, anti-Vietnam War demonstrations, movements, were boiling at that time. 

But I am very apolitical person. I would take in the news items, but not 

particularly feel the urge to take action and join demonstrations, for example. I 

did not become an activist in any way. I only tried to keep up with the news, 

just knowing what was going on. Of course, the tragic events likeéWas it 

Cleveland? 

DePue: Kent State? 

Devine: Kent State. I kept up with the news, but I did not become an activist. 

DePue: Were you aware that South Korea had a sizeable number of troops in 

Vietnam? 
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Devine: Right, right, yes. And later I learned that that became a big basis for Park 

Chung Heeôs economic development forum. 

DePue: Park Chung Hee being the president later on. 

Devine: President later on. 

DePue: Okay, so when did you come back to Korea? When was that? 

Devine: The spring semester of ó69.  

DePue: Would it be fair to say, you were just a little bit broken hearted about coming 

back? 

Devine: Oh, yes, yes. I was a mess. I was a mess. But, I knew I needed to pull myself 

up and do this teaching job well. I enjoyed teaching immensely, and I was in 

charge of putting out the school English-language newspaper. So I surrounded 

myself with a few good students, and we worked on getting this newsletter 

out. I forget if it was every other week or once a month, but I formed a very 

close bonding, particularly with these reporter students. 

DePue:  Were youðlooking for the right word hereðovert in your efforts to talk to 

these young ladies about, perhaps, thereôs another way of looking at the 

world, other than Confucianism?  

Devine: Um hmm. 

DePue: How strident were you in pushing those views?  

Devine: In conveying those views? I was not really a hard-sell person on that point. I 

was teaching mostly literature, and I conveyed those ideas through reading 

literature, like Catcher in the Rye, which I understand, even with Americans, 

that became a life-changing experience, reading Catcher in the Rye. I know 

that was one of the books I taught.  

DePue: Did you stay in contact with your American boyfriend for a while? 

Devine: For a while, yes. And then, I met my future husband, because he came as a 

Peace Corps volunteer. 

DePue: Okay. Letôs talk about that then, how that happened. 

Devine: Yeah. He was assigned to teach at Sogang University, my alma mater. As I 

mentioned before, Sogang University priests were heavily criticized by 

Korean educators for establishing that school, which will become only brain 

drain. And here I was, I was one of the first graduates to get a mastersô degree 

and come back. My priest professors at Sogang just could not stop talking 

about me and bragging about me. So, when Michael came to that college to 
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teach English as a second language, every other day or so a priest would say, 

ñHave you met Maija yet? You know, our graduate who came back to Korea. 

Sheôs teaching at Soodo Womenôs Teachers College.ò So, after hearing this 

several times, he thought he would check me out.  

DePue: I might have missed this. Sogang is a co-ed school? 

Devine: Yes. 

DePue: Okay.  

Devine: So, those guys that I dated, they were co-ed. 

DePue: So, essentially, the priests set you up on a blind date? 

Devine: Yes, I know. The priests, they just kind of dropped an axe on their own toes 

by talking about me, bragging about me coming back to Korea, teaching. But 

then, they ended up being an unofficial matchmaker for me and Michael to get 

married. After that, we left and came back to the United States, and they lost 

me. (laughs) 

DePue: When you came back to Korea, was there an attempt by your family to 

arrange a marriage for you, as well? 

Devine: Yes, yes. I did go to some of these arranged marriage proposal meetings. 

DePue: Describe one of those for me. 

Devine: Oh, a miserable and pathetic affair. I was not interested at all in meeting any 

Korean men. But, once in a while, I just complied, just to please. Just to get 

my mom off my back or our landlady off of my back, I had a couple of those 

meetings. But I was totally not interested. It was just a formality I went 

through.  

DePue: What happened? Did you go to a restaurant or what? 

Devine: Yes, we went to a restaurant and talked, and nothing came out of it. I didnôt 

call the guy; the guy didnôt call me, and that was the end of it. 

DePue: You described this before as, these two people would never even see each 

other before. Well, now I guess thereôd been some progress. Youôre sitting 

across the table, at least. I assume youôre looking at each other and sizing each 

other up? 

Devine: Right, right. This is more modern-day kind of a pre-date meeting, you know. 

If they met and they liked each other, then they would start dating. So, this is 

for 1970s and ó80s and modern days, they do meet like this. But, before the 
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Korean War, the couples just [claps hands] agreed to marry without seeing 

each other. 

DePue: Maija, it seems to me, though, that what the Catholic priests were doing 

wasnôt entirely different from what your mother and your motherôs friends 

were trying to do. 

Devine: Right, yeah. 

DePue: Do you remember the first time you met Michael?  

Devine: Yes, we met at a tea room in Shin-Chon, Shin-Chon Rotary. Thereôs a circular 

rotary, and that area is called Shin-Chon. On the east side, thereôs Yonsei 

University and Ewha University. On the west side, thereôs Sogang University. 

There are three major universities in that area. We met at a tea room, right 

around the Shin-Chon Rotary. 

He was already there; I was always late. He was always there first. He 

stood up, like a good American gentleman. He stood up, and he just rose and 

rose and rose and rose, (laughs) because he was six feet three tall. And he had 

just all these curly ringlets of hair, all over. Oh, I justé My first impression 

was, ñWow, this is really different.ò But immediately, after we sat down and 

started talking, he just made me laugh with his humor, and he is just kind ofé 

Good naturedness kind of shines out of his face. Kind hearted, generous, 

gentlemanly, sensitive personality just shone through. He was very well 

travelled, and, of course, extremely well read. He just was a wealth of 

interesting stories in history, world affairs, travels. So, you know, I could just 

listen to him, on and on. 

DePue: Iôm confused about one thing in this. You talked about him standing up, and 

he just kept getting taller and taller. Youôd already said that Koreans really are 

attracted to somebody whoôs tall. Was he, perhaps, too tall?  

Devine: Too tall, yes, yes. See, the interesting thing is that, my guy I was engaged to in 

St. Louis, was like five-eleven. The guy I dated in Minneapolis was about six-

one? And Michael was six-three. So, the guys I was dating, their height was 

getting higher and higher (both laugh). I jokingly say, thatôs the reason why I 

stopped dating any more and married him. 

DePue: How long did it take, before the subject of marriage came up with Michael? 

Devine: About six months. We met in March, I think in March, and he proposed in 

September, early October? And we were married November 7, at the chapel of 

Sogang College.  

DePue: Was it tough, at all, to turn your back to the young man in Minneapolis? 

Devine: It was. It was very, very tough. 
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DePue: Did Michael know about any of that? 

Devine: Yes, I told him. Even the firstésecond date. When he asked me for the 

second date, I decided to just tell him, be honest and be open. I am in a 

relationship, and hereôs the guy. 

DePue: Howôd he take all of that? 

Devine: Well, I donôt know, but he asked for a date again, so (both laugh) Iôll let you 

think whatever you want to think.  

DePue: So, Iôm in a competition, but Iôm in the right place, and heôs in the wrong 

place. (both laugh) What did your parents think about you marrying Michael? 

Devine: Yeah. My parents, as I mentioned before, they were very supportive of 

whatever I wanted to do, major decisions. They did not ever object, fuss at all. 

My father, I donôt think, ever met him, but my mother and my aunt met him. 

This is an interesting thing: my aunt, ever a very interested in the looks of men 

and womenð 

DePue: Is this the shaman aunt? 

Devine: No, not the shaman aunt, but my cousinôs mother. When we sat down with 

Michael, at an Italian restaurant, one of the things my aunt said is, ñWell, 

Michael is handsomer, as a man, than you, as a girl.ò You know, referring to 

me, Maija, as a girl, potential bride here. She said, ñHe is handsomer as a man 

than the bride-to-be, as a woman.ò I translated this to Michael, and he 

immediately loved her. (both laugh) 

DePue: At that point in your life, did it not bother you to have that said? 

Devine: No, I was pleased. I was pleased that I was marrying up, (both laugh) in terms 

of physical appearance, at least.  

DePue: Were either of your parents 

and any of your relatives 

attending in the marriage? 

Devine: Only my aunt and my cousin 

and my mother attended the 

marriage ceremony. 

DePue: Is there any reason why 

nobody else did? 

Devine:  I wanted to keep it very 

small and not advertise, 

because, at that time, 

Maija (center) and her husband, Michael Devine 

(right), on their wedding day in November, 1970.  




